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Abstract

The Swedish health and medical care system is said to be under
going a paradigm shift. The emerging paradigm involves a new 
generation of business models that have their foundation in user 
needs. The organizational idea in this view is the perception that a 
greater value will be created when combining efforts that other
wise would not be systematically linked. Projects aimed at develop
ing usercentered systems, however, face the risk of the socalled 
‘project death’, as they often only exists during a limited period and 
rarely reach the full maturation and establishment of an ordinary 
organisational activity.

We have during the course of four months actively explored how 
Service Design practices might enhance usercentered healthcare 
projects, through conducting a practical study for improving the 
overall support for parents with overweight and obese children. It 
has been a collaborative project between the two pediatric obesity 
centres in Sweden, at Sahlgrenska Academy in Gothenburg and 
Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, and the Service Design  agency 

Transformator Design, a company with 15 years of experience 
within the practice.

By applying Service Design tools, methods, and mindset, we have 
been able to understand the care support from a usercentered 
perspective and represent the user’s voice in our collaboration 
with the client. We have used qualitative research methods, e.g. 
interviews and workshops, in order to reach a deeper understand
ing of the user experience. Following Service Design practice as a 
cocreative process, the study has been based on a participatory 
mindset in the interactions and relationship with the stakeholders.

From the practical study we could observe that the practices of 
Service Design contribute outcomes on both a tangible and intan
gible levels. These levels are equally important in a usercentered 
healthcare project as they address not only issues of the service in 
relation to the user, but also to the management and organisational 
activities that create the service. 



Outline of the thesis

The thesis builds up around a practical case. We start by giving an 
introduction to the subject and then continue on by presenting the 
scope and the client which we have been working with during the 
thesis project. 

In the theoretical framework we present important sources and 
theories for our research question and project. It gives a back
ground of how the design research field has been developing and 
it offers an understanding to the practices and theories of Service 
Design and how it relates to healthcare. 

We then move further to the methodology chapter. Here we give 
an introduction and present the research approach. The research 
methods that have been applied throughout the study are then 

explained and described. We finish the chapter with defining how 
the trustworthiness and generalizability have been expressed and 
reached in the research.  

The study which has been conducted is mapped out and explained 
in the fourth chapter. Due to our research approach this part does 
entail both the data collection that we have been doing and also 
the analysis that we have been made throughout the study, and the 
insights that have followed. A compilation of all the insights and the 
developed material are found in the following chapter. 

In the final parts of the thesis – the discussion and conclusion – we 
put the study in relation to the theoretical framework and give 
answer to the research question. 
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Clarification of terms

Overweightness
The degree to which a person is overweight is generally 
described by body mass index (bmi), which is a value 
derived from the weight and height of an individual. 
Overweight is defined as a bmi between 25 and 30.

Obesity
Obesity is defined by a bmi of 30 or more.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

1.1 The challenges of child obesity in Sweden
Obesity affects 4 % of the child population and 20 % of the adult 
population in Sweden today (Marild et al., 2004). The numbers are 
even higher in most other western countries and they are increas
ing in developing countries as well (Odgen et al., 2002; Dietz, 2001). 
Obesity can lead to consequences for the individual such as an 
increased risk of diabetes, heart failure and vascular damage. 
Pregnancy complications and increased risk of cancer are common 
consequences later in life (Reilly et al., 2003).

The distribution of resources for support and treatment of child
hood obesity are at the moment unbalanced across Sweden 
(Sjöberg A et al., 2011). Not only are wealthy cities prioritized over 
rural remote parts of the nation, but reactive care receives more 
money than proactive care. As an example, a large amount of 
money is nowadays spent on surgery for adolescents with severe 
obesity (Neovius et al., 2012; Göthberg et al., 2014). There is also a 
gap between general and specialist care for children with obesity 
in both recourse and concerning the knowledge within the area. 

The needs for this group of patients require support for behaviour
al changes and patient empowerment, for the child as well as the 
family. The behavioural changes involve the whole network around 
the child. Obesity might be thought of as only a matter of character 
for those on the grandstand, but the condition is a chronic state 
that requires years of professional coaching and often medical aid 
for side effects. Obesity is also deeply connected with shame and is 

often seen as a taboo, which hampers the struggle of obesity. It is 
therefore a complex state and a diagnosis that often requires indi
vidualized or personalized support. This makes obesity not only 
resource intensive but also a factor that lowers a child’s quality of 
life (Schwimmer et al., 2003). It is thus important to address these 
issues and support parents with overweight children, before the 
child develops obesity (Danielsson et al., 2012).

1.2 The paradigm shift in health and medicalcare
It is said that the Swedish health and medicalcare is undergoing 
a paradigm shift. Until the late 90’s, the system was controlled 
by the state and organized as it had been for half a century. The 
shift has developed as a consequence of several different forces 
and social changes, and has been slowly progressing in the society. 
It has raised concerns regarding how healthcare and other social 
services will be conducted in the future. Yet, the emerging par
adigm involves a new generation of business models which have 
their foundation in user needs (Norén, 2015). The idea is that health, 
nursing and care efforts will be more coorganized and carried out 
based on overall user needs (Riksrevisionen, 2013).

In Norén’s research (2015) about the progressing paradigm there 
are a few broader trends that are being highlighted to indicate that 
the paradigm is progressing. Following are two of them: 
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The resource and quality challenges

The costs for healthcare have been rising in Sweden and are 
expected to continue doing so as in many other OECD coun
tries. Main causes for this are usually explained to be the 
aging population and citizens’ rising expectations for health 
and social care services.

To meet the expected increasing costs, while at the same time 
maintaining standards of the healthcare system, Socialdepar
tementet advocates for more efficient activity. A proposal for 
efficiency has been to make patients and their families more 
involved and adapt activities to their needs. There is a clear cor
relation between different aspects of usercentered care and 
an increased efficiency in healthcare which supports this idea. 
This has contributed to the development towards selfcare 
and coproduction, where patients, users and families work 
together with the healthcare providers. Some of the effects 
have been: better adherence to prescriptions, reduced medi
cation, fewer return visits after discharge, generally decreased 
healthcare utilization, reduced sick leave, fewer psychosomat
ic symptoms and longer life expectancy (Riksrevisionen, 2013).

The citizen revolution and patient concept

In our society today we are experiencing rising levels of edu
cation, better access to information and less acceptance of 
institutional hierarchies among citizens. As a consequence 
social services are changing. The users of public services see 
themselves rather as customers, and that has led to a higher 
demand on those services. This trend favours service concepts 
which are based on the user’s overall needs, leading to more 
holistic approaches and cross-border teams (Norén, 2015).

The service concept for a more user-centered care
The usercentered way of organizing health and social care is 
referred to by Norén (2015) as the service concept. The service 
concept aims to meet a larger and coherent group with the same 
need and problem and has often proved to be a natural way of 
working for the various professions involved. Furthermore, service 
concepts can be described as a packaged service developed based 
on a patient need, and containing different actions that occur fre
quently but usually at separate phases.There is an organizational 
idea in this view where it is perceived that a greater value will be 
created when combining different efforts that would otherwise not 
be systematically linked.

1.3 Defining the scope
In Sweden today there are two socalled obesity centres that 
accept and treat children and adolescents with extreme obesity: 
one in Gothenburg and one in Stockholm. At both centres there are 
university centres with extensive knowledge and highly specialized 
care, but overweightness and obesity are handled at different levels 
of the care system in many county councils around the country. 
Additionally, there is no national care program for the prevention 
and treatment of childhood obesity, thus there has been a growing 
demand to develop a national plan of action concerning this area. 
There are plans to create a digital platform to optimize the acces
sibility of uptodate information and the availability of prevention 
and treatment measures against obesity in healthcare.

How it all started 
In October 2014, we were contacted by the Regional Obesity Centre 
(ROC) in Gothenburg with the request to make a web design for 
the digital platform mentioned above. At the time Karin Lycke, one 
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of the co-authors of this paper, held an internship at the service 
design agency Transformator Design. After receiving the request, 
questions such as: To whom? How, and Why quickly began emerg-
ing. On what basis was the decision made to create a digital plat-
form? Further conversation led to the realization that the patient 
perspective on the support for overweight and obesity care was 
missing. Therefore we decided that it was a good idea to start 
from scratch and analyze families affected by obesity, as well as 
the needs of families in the risk zone, for support and information. 
Moreover, there was a desire to carry out a detailed mapping of all 
stakeholders and their cooperation to meet those needs. 

A joint cooperation

As described in the previous chapter, the relationship between 
healthcare and patient has changed dramatically in the past few 
decades since the public healthcare is rapidly trying to have adapt 
their approach to the modern well-informed customer. This has 
complicated what should be a big win for everyone: patient partic-
ipation and responsibility in the care process, in decision-making, 
and the eventual experience of empowerment.

As the client was fully aware of this and wanted to work a more 
user-centered way, the “how” was the only thing missing. Since 
Transformator Design had conducted several successful service 

design projects in public healthcare before, a partnership among 
the both obesity centres, Transformator Design and our two-per-
son team was formed. So it was that a selected reference group 
of experts in overweight and obesity-care became the client, and 
Transformator Design, with their senior service designer Erik Wid-
mark, became our mentor for this study.  

A Service Design study

Together it was decided that we, within the framework of our mas-
ter’s thesis, would map the support for children with overweightness 
and obesity from a parent perspective and thus create a foundation 
of understanding through qualitative analysis of the user’s needs. 
We chose to address this challenge through Service Design, a 
human-centered design approach based upon the capacity and meth-
ods to investigate, to understand and engage with people’s experi-
ences, interactions, and practices, as well as their needs and dreams.

1.3.1 Objective of the thesis
The study has not aimed to directly decrease the child obesity 
in the society or to change organisational and systemic mat-
ters. The objective is to understand the care support from a 
user perspective and convey the user’s voice to the client. 

“ WE WANT TO WORK USER-CENTERED, 
WE ARE JUST MISSING THE HOW.”

Client about one of the reasons for initiating the study.
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1.3.2 Scope limitations
The study concerns families with children from ages one to 
ten years old, at varying levels of overweightness and obesity. 
Experience-wise, families who are just in the beginning of the 
process of handling the problem, as well as those who have 
longer experience of it have been covered.

All interactions have been conducted with parents, since they 
are legal guardians of their children and therefore their nat-
ural spokespersons. Moreover, we have taken account of the 
sensitive nature of the topic, and constantly strived to avoid 
mistakes as researchers that could affect the children. For 
that reason, we refer to the parents of overweight and obese 
children as the users in this study.

The selection of the interactions were based entirely on volun-
tary participation, which naturally led to us engaging primari-
ly with engaged parents who have acknowledged the problem. 
We did, however, through our own network manage to come 
in contact with parents who did not consider their child’s situ-
ation as a problem or see the width of the problematics. As all 
announcements were done in Swedish, all respondents were 
also Swedish-speaking. 

1.4 Purpose
The objective of the thesis is what guides the practical study, how-
ever the purpose with this master thesis is not merely to investi-
gate the support for parents with obese and overweight children. 
It is also to reflect and discuss what contribution Service Design 
practices can have in user-centered healthcare projects as a way 
to gain insight for future Service Design projects in healthcare. 
By conducting Service Design research through a real and prac-
tical project, we aim to address both purposes. Our master thesis 
can thus be seen as having two different purposes (see next page), 
which however work together in order to create practical and the-
oretical knowledge.

1.5 Research question
By conducting the practical case of improving the support for 
parents with obese and overweight children we wish to actively 
explore the research topic and answer the research question. As 
we in our thesis aim to look into the contribution of Service Design 
practices in user-centered healthcare projects, we wish to answer 
the following research question: How might Service Design prac-
tices enhance user-centered healthcare projects?
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Purpose: The two different levels 
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2.1 Introduction 
Due to the ongoing paradigm shift in Sweden towards a user 
centered healthcare, our client knew they wanted to work in a 
usercentered way, but not how to do it. Because the practice of 
Service Design, defines the how and the what of user-centeredness 
and helps mediate between user needs and organizational intent 
(Norén, 2015), it felt logical that in this study we were to address 
the childhood obesity problem through Service Design in close 
collaboration with the client. Since the problematic addressed in 
this study is related to public healthcare and its activities, we have 
also looked at Service Design in relation to that context. In addi
tion we have added a section about Service Design in the research 
field which has enabled us to reflect on our actions throughout 
the study.

On the following pages we will take a deeper look at Service Design 
and its different aspects based on existing literature. To understand 
where Service Design originates from, we provide a background 
on design and its evolution up to today. Furthermore, we give a 
theoretical overview of Service Design within Swedish healthcare. 

2.2 Evolution of design
Throughout the 20th century design has been seen as a later stage 
addon and synonymous to an aesthetic value in relation to arte
facts. However, during the later half of the twentieth century the 
general perception of design has changed (Hargadon, 2005). The 
basis for the new definition was put forward around 40 years ago 

by the leading social scientist and Nobel laureate Herbert Simon, 
known for his contribution in various fields, including psychology, 
mathematics, statistics and operations research (Encyclopaedia 
britannica, 2015). Simon describes design as a research process 
for problemsolving (Simon, 1969). He believed that design was a 
powerful tool for change, not only a tool for styling products. Like
wise, the Design Professor Richard Buchanan, describes design as 
a liberal art capable of dealing with what Rittel and Webber (1973) 
call “wicked problems” for which there is no single solution and in 
which stakeholders have a role of defining the nature of the prob
lems. This has extend the scope of design to go beyond artifacts 
to include the design of activities and organized services, and the 
design of complex systems or environments (Buchanan, 1992). 

In the fast changing marketplace — where the only certain thing 
seems to be uncertainty — managers have been looking for new con
cepts to tackle their ‘wicked problems,’ and design as a humancen
tered, problem solving process became a fashionable strategic tool 
in the beginning of the 21th century (Kimbell, 2011). The changes in 
the business marketplace and the increased interest in design and 
its processes have accordingly impacted the disciplines of design. 
From traditional design disciplines such as industrial design and 
graphic design, new disciplines of design for experience, design for 
innovation and design for service have emerged that work across 
the traditional areas of design (Sanders and Stappers, 2014).

CHAPTER 2: Theoretical Framework
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2.3 Introduction to Service Design
The emergence of the new design domains, where focus has shifted 
from the objects of design to the purpose of designing (e.g. design 
for the purpose of serving), together with the shift in economies 
away from a resourcebased industrial society to a servicebased 
knowledge society, has led to the formation of a subset known as 
Service Design. But how can Service Design be defined and what 
are the aspects of it?

One of the first to write about Service Design was Stefan Moritz, 
whose master thesis often is referred to as a good foundational 
description of Service Design. Moritz describes Service Design 
as “the design of the overall experience of a service as well as the 
design of the process and strategy to provide that service” (Moritz, 
2005, p.42). However there is no single explanation of what Service 
Design is. It might be due to the current state of Service Design as 
an evolving discipline, born out of multiple disciplines, that it can be 
seen as multifaceted: as a phase of research and development in the 
same process, as a methodology in which different types of tools 
are used and as a mindset rooted in creative and artistic traditions 
(Holmlid, 2005).

Because of the practical nature of our study, where the aim was 
to undergo a full Service Design process, using Service Design 
methods and tools and adopting a Service Design mindset –  it is in 
particular these three aspects of the discipline that are covered in 
this theoretical framework. 

2.3.1 The process of Service Design
Designing services can be looked at from a process perspec
tive, however Service Design is a complex, iterative and ongo
ing process (Stickdorn; Schneider, 2011; Moritz, 2005). As such 
it is difficult to define in one single framework, as it seldom 
works the same from time to time. Yet, in order to develop 

an understanding of what Service Design encompasses, it is 
important to comprehend the general process.

There are numbers of different frameworks proposed in liter
ature and practice. We have selected one process to represent 
the plethora of existing Service Design frameworks. The Dou-
ble Diamond process model is one of the most wellknown and 
used models out there today (Tschimmel, 2012). This is also 
the process framework that we have used in our study.

In 2005 the British Design Council developed a process model 
based on case studies gathered from various design depart
ments called the Double Diamond (figure 1). They have struc
tured the process in four stages across two diamonds. The 
identified stages are: 

• Discover: Identify, research and understand the initial 
problem.

• Define: Limit and define a clear problem to be solved.
• Develop: Focus on and develop a solution.
• Deliver: Test and evaluate, ready the concept for  

production and launch.

DISCOVER DEFINE DEVELOP DELIVER

Figure 1: The Double Diamond process model (British Design Council, 2005). 
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Stickdorn and Schneider (2011) argue that even if the Service 
Design process can be illustrated in various stages it is never 
linear. Since each Service Design project is unique the pro
cess varies depending on the situation, circumstances and 
context. Jumping back and forth between different phases of 
the process is a rule rather than an exception. Stickdorn and 
Schneider therefore suggest that the first thing you should 
do when beginning a Service Design project is to design the 
actual process itself. Overall, the Service Design process is 
based upon the aim to understand both the bigger picture and 
the details; the process involves a constant zoom-in-and-out 
approach between these two positions (ibid).

2.3.2 The methods and tools in Service Design
A variety of methods and tools are used in Service Design 
and many of them have their origin in other disciplines such 
as arts, engineering, anthropology, and psychology. The way 
they should be used and assembled depends on each project’s 
specific anatomy. As such, different tools are appropriate for 
different types of services. As mentioned before, design has 
until recently been concerned with the development of objects 
such as products, buildings and clothes through methods like 
sketching, drawing and modelprototyping. In Service Design, 
however, there is a need to use other techniques for concep
tualizing and exploration.

As a result of her graduate thesis, Roberta Tarsi at University 
of Politecnico di Milano, published the website Service Design 
Tools (Service Design Tools, 2015) which is a well-known and 
openaccess platform for the Service Design community. 
She divides Service Design tools into four different phases: 
CoDesigning, Envisioning, Testing & Prototyping, and Imple
menting. Each of these phases contains several tools which 
can be used throughout the Service Design process.

Just as Tarsi, the Design Council (2015) distributes design 
methods and tools along the four stages of the Double Dia-
mond process. In the Discovery Phase specific methods and 
tools are used for gathering insights and inspiration from 
stakeholders, identifying user needs, and developing ini
tial ideas. In the Define Phase methods and tools are used to 
translate insights from the Discover Phase in order to make 
sense of all possibilities. In the third phase, Develop, meth
ods and tools that support prototyping, testing, and iterat
ing are used. This process of trialanderror helps to improve 
and refine ideas. In last phase, the Delivery Phase – where the 
resulting service is finalised and launched – various feedback 
and evaluation methods and tools are used.

Different design methods and tools can be used in almost any 
combination, at any stage of the Service Design process (Stick
dorn and Schneider (2013). In general, design methods and 
tools are seen to assist in the overall service delivery and the 
development of Service Design knowhow through practice 
(Design Council, 2015). Throughout our study we have used 
several Service Design methods and tools, which are further 
described in the empirical part of the thesis (The Study, p. 34). 

2.3.3 The mindset of Service Design
Marc Stickdorn and Jakob Schneider, authors of the book This 
is Service Design Thinking (2011), state that rather than find
ing one definition of Service Design, it can instead be outlined 
as a dynamic, interdisciplinary approach and a way of think
ing, i.e. a mindset. Stickdorn and Schneider summarize the 
approach in five core principles:
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1.  User-centered: Services should be experienced through 
the customer’s eyes.

2. Co-creative: All stakeholders should be included in  
the service design process.

3. Sequencing: The service should be visualised as a  
sequence of interrelated actions.

4. Evidencing: Intangible services should be visualised 
in terms of physical artefacts.

5. Holistic: The entire environment of a service should  
be considered.

Both practitioners and researchers have acknowledged that 
it is the combination of the iterative process, the designer’s 
methods and tools and Design Thinking for services that 
forms Service Design (e.g., Holmlid & Evenson 2008; Segel
ström 2010). 

The concept of Design Thinking refers to an approach to prob
lem solving that distinguishes design from others disciplines 
(Liedtka & Ogilvie 2011) and is characterized by a human-cen
tered perspective, the use of visualization throughout the 
design process and the involvement of potential users and 
other stakeholders (Kimbell 2011). Liedtka and Ogilvie (2011) 
propose empathy, invention, and iteration as the differentia
tors between working with a design mindset in contrast to a 
business mindset. In the book Change by Design (2009), Tim 
Brown CEO of the global design consultancy IDEO, describes 
the design thinking mindset as an emotional and experi
encebased way of solving problems. While design thinking is 
more a question of the mindset, designer’s methods and tools 
are used to put Design Thinking into practice.

Designing with, not only for:  
user-centeredness and co-creation in Service Design

As observed in Stickdorn and Schneider’s five principles of 
Service Design, the aspect of usercenteredness is regard
ed as core for the practice of Service Design. Other scholars 
within the field, such as Mager (2004) and Holmlid (2009), 
argue the same and describe Service Design as an inherently 
human and usercentered approach. However, the usercen
tered approach is not only obtained for Service Design.

Usercentered design is a term that covers a wide spectrum 
of approaches, which is divided by the different methods and 
tools that are used when interacting with the users (Haning
ton, 2003). Common among user-centered design approaches 
is the main aim of understanding and interpreting the user’s 
needs, dreams and expectations. (e.g., Norman, 1998; Rosted, 
2005). This is done through a variety of methods, with the 
direct or indirect involvement of users, such as direct obser
vations, videos, tests with prototypes and other existing prod
ucts or services (Pals et al. 2008).

The usercentered approach supports an empathic and close 
relation between user and designer. However, as Katarina 
Wetter-Edman brings up in her Licentiate thesis (2011), it is a 
relation that has a certain distance. Even though the design 
object is created in the relation between the user and the 
designer, it is still the designer that does it for the user. Based 
on the designer’s own interpretations and through her or his 
design expertise the final result is developed. Wetter-Edman 
has described this relation in her Licentiate thesis and with 
her figure (figure 2) she visualizes how the designer moves 
into the context of the user in order to interpret and under
stand the user’s needs and behaviours, and then how the 
design object is created in the relation between the user and 
the designer.
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WetterEdman and others suggest that in Service Design this 
model does not fully fit the practice. Service Design is indeed 
for the users and it takes on a usercentered approach, but 
the design is also done with the users. Løvlie, Downs and Rea
son (2008) lifts the importance of the user’s involvement as 
cocreator in Service Design by referencing the fact that the 
users are essential parts of the service ecology. Their argu
ment takes us back to the second factor in Stickdorn and Sch
neider’s (2011) five core principles of Service Design, where 
they argue for all stakeholders to be included in the Service 
Design process. WetterEdman has also in her Licentiate the
sis described this more cocreational relation between user 
and designer, by visualizing the joint production. The figure 
(figure 3) shows how the design object shifts place from a 
usercentered approach and is cocreated between the user 
and the designer.

This shifted focus also affects the designer’s role and way 
of working; designers go from doing direct design work to 
becoming a facilitator for the process of designing. The aim 
of design facilitation is to empower the users, seeing every 
stakeholder as the expert of their experiences, and draw

ing upon their competences throughout the entire process 
(Sanders and Stappers, 2008). The designer’s role in this is less 
about controlling the outcome and more about leading and 
facilitating design activities and producing material artefacts 
to support those interactions (Han, 2010).

In projects with a strong emphasis on cocreation, such as in 
participatory design where people are involved in the code
sign of tools, products, environments, businesses, and social 
interactions (Robertson and Simonsen, 2012), the role of the 
designer could also be said to be more like one of an educator 
(DiSalvo et al., 2012). The designer develops design process
es, tools, and techniques that enable mutual learning, design 
reflection, and evaluation. In participatory design one of the 
key aspects is the mutual learning among the stakeholders. 
Bødker et al. (2004) define participation in the context of par
ticipatory design as the mutual learning process between 
designer and users. The outcome of a Service Design project 
that includes a cocreative or participatory mindset could 
thus be considered to be the process itself, in which value is 
cocreated between the customer and service organisation 
(Holmlid, 2007).   

Figure 3: Userdesigner relation in cocreation practices (WetterEdman 2011). 
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Figure 2: Userdesigner relation in UCD practice (WetterEdman 2011). 
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It is argued that the cocreative approach is critical to success 
in many Service Design projects. The researchers Steen, Man
schot and De Koning (2011) have identified some of the bene
fits related to Service Design project, such as improving the 
creative process, developing better service definitions, organ
izing the project more efficiently, and improving customers’ 
or users’ loyalty. Following from this, cocreative approach
es benefit the service’s customers because the service bet
ter match their needs. Steen, Manschot and De Koning has 
also identified advantages for the organisation – taking part 
of organizing or participating in codesign could help foster 
creativity or improve the innovation capabilities of an organ
isation, which could be beneficial in existing projects as well 
as future ones.

2.4 Service Design in healthcare
The involvement of patients in service developments has been 
growing, and has played a key part in the redesign of healthcare 
processes over the past years (Bates and Robert, 2006). In Swe
den, several studies and programs have been initiated in order to 
understand the patient and construct services based on a user 
perspective. GPCC (Centrum för Personcentrerad vård) is an initi
ative at the University of Gothenburg where the researchers, often 
through narrative methods, aim to capture the experiences of the 
patients (GPCC, Centrum för personcentrerad vård, 2015). Experi
oLab is another successful initiative taking place with Landstinget 
in Värmland, which aims to capture the experiences of the patient 
through co-creative methods (ExperioLab, 2015).

Despite the increasing number of initiatives in practice, academic 
literature about Service Design in healthcare is scarce. In 2013, 
however, SVID initiated a study with the purpose of compiling the 
current state of knowledge for design of services within health

care (Capire/HCM, 2013). The study aimed to assess the various 
effects that Service Design could have on healthcare. Some of the 
examples of the effects and benefits are shown in figure 4, which 
is a compilation of the direct and indirect gains that have been 
achieved in patient and usercentered design projects in Sweden 
and abroad. For example, the study suggests that Service Design 
offers gains for the patient such as better health and increased 
empowerment. Some of the gains for the healthcare providers are 
better processes and results; these, in turn, give positive effects 
for the healthcare organisation, such as lower costs, care at the 
right level, and less doctor appointments. The positive effects on 
societal level are for example an increased participation in work 
and decreased alienation.

• Participation, empowerment
• Improved symptom control
• Reduced pain and anxiety
• Better health and life quality
• Increased autonomy
• Strengthened social capital
• Fewer sick days

• Lower costs
• Fewer doctor visits
• Care on the right level
• Lower poor quality costs
• Shorter hospital stays
• reduced consumption  

of pharmaceuticals

• Improved consultation
• Safer diagnosis
• Fewer complications
• Activation of the  

user’s resources
• safer transfer  

of information

• Reduced exclusion
• Activation of local 

communities
• increased participation 

in employment
• Increased salutogenic 

orientation
• Reduced tax costs

DESIGN

BENEFITS  
FOR COUNTIES 
AND MUNICI-

PALITIES

BENEFITS  
FOR PATIENT 

/USER

BENEFITS
FOR SOCIETY  

AND ECONOMY

BENEFITS  
WITHIN  

HEALTHCARE

Figure 4: Effects and benefits of Service Design in healthcare (Capire/HCM, 2013).
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Implementing Service Design within healthcare does, however, 
involve several challenges. Public healthcare organisations are fun
damentally different from other service organisations in one main 
aspect; that it has a value chain which is producer-oriented rather 
than customeroriented. 

In the public healthcare sector, services tend to start from a foun
dation of different research and development areas, where the 
financial control is based on different levels of care. This makes 
it harder to develop coherent and flexible services based on the 
patient’s needs. This type of value chain is of a produceroriented 
kind. The different competences steer the service development, 
for example, through healthcare programs or medical research
based guidelines. Services from a produceroriented value chain 
are often: delivered through a diverse set of producers, such as 
separate hospital clinics; based on knowledge of different medical 
specialists; and planned as a final step in the process. This way of 
organizing activities differ from customeroriented service com
panies, where activities are developed based on the understanding 
of the customer’s behaviors and needs.

The two different orientations are illustrated in figure 5: the pro
ducer-oriented value chain where the competences defines the user 
needs, and the customeroriented value chain where the user needs 
defines the competences

2.4.1 The four principles of Service Design  
in healthcare
In the initiated study by SVID (Capire/HCM, 2013) it has been 
observed that there are four principal focuses of Service Design 
in healthcare today: 1) design with a focus on the patient and the 
patient’s context; 2) design with a focus on interaction; 3) design 
with a focus on new service models, and; 4) design with a focus on 
the ideal target scenarios and conditions. SVID explains that this mix 
of principal focuses results from the varied background of Service 
Design. The research and knowledge from Service Design come from 
two different fields: the classical design field, which focuses on the 
user and interaction, and from business. From business, the knowl
edge comes mainly from organization, management, and marketing 
research, which focuses on the organisation and the customer.

The different principal focuses have varying acceptance rates 
within healthcare. The first principal focus — design with a focus 
on the patient and the patient’s context — is also the one that is 
applied most within healthcare and where there are many initia
tives taken. According to SVID’s report, one reason for the popular
ity of this focus could be that the study of the patient’s needs and 
experiences is closely connected to the research and development 
activities that focus on improving methods of treatment. Thus it 
is a natural focus for many healthcare professionals and offers an 
initial step for the healthcare field to try design knowledge. The 
second principal focus, however, is also increasing within health
care and is gaining more recognition. It is now more common to 

The producer-oriented value chain

The consumer-oriented value chain

NEEDS

COMPETENCES

Production  
of products 
and services

Relaying
offers: sales  
and distribution

Product  
and service  
development

Competencies

Figure 5: The producer and consumer value chain (Capire/HCM, 2013). 
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include the patient in the development of new services, where they 
together with the caregivers become cocreators of the service. 
The other two principal focuses have not been as well practiced 
within healthcare as the R&D efforts have been less. 

2.5 Placing Service Design in the research field
It is quite unclear where Service Design is placed in the design 
research field. In 2006, Elizabeth B.-N. Sanders – associate Profes
sor in Design at The Ohio State University, focusing on facilitating 
transdisciplinary learning experiences and cocreation practices 
 mapped out the state of design research, in order see how a visual 
representation could help navigate this complex landscape (see 
next page, figure 6). We have used this map in our study to keep a 
reflective approach of our actions in order to understand what we 
are doing and make conscious choices in our research. It has been 
a tool to find out where our study could fit in. 

The map has two dimensions that defines the landscape. The 
vertical dimension is connected to design research approaches – 
whether they are DesignLed or ResearchLed. The DesignLed 
approach includes design research methods and tools that have 
been introduced into practice from a design perspective, while the 
ResearchLed have been introduced from a research perspective. 

The horizontal dimension relates to the mindset of the ones that 
practice and teach design research: the left extreme indicates an 
expert mindset and the right indicates a participatory mindset. 
This means that on the lower left side the researcher is the expert. 
In approaches positioned here, expert researchers observe people, 
ask them questions, or test them with different stimuli. It is, for 
example, here that Sanders has placed usercentered design. At the 
top of the left side the designer is the expert. They create things 
to probe or provoke response from the target audience. The right 
side of the map consists mainly of research practices that take on 
a participatory mindset. In this part the designer as well as the 
researcher invites the audience and users to join as cocreators. 
The designer and researcher also invites the stakeholders as they 
wish them to contribute with their expertise in the process, mak
ing it about designing with people (Sanders, 2006).

As Service Design is both about designing for as well as with the 
project’s stakeholders it can be placed somewhere in the middle of 
this map. Sanders and Stappers write in their book the Convivial 
Toolbox, generative research for the front end of design (2014) that 
time will tell as to whether service designers are practicing with 
a participatory mindset or whether they are using the tools and 
methods with an expert mindset.
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The Landscape of design research: Where can Service Design be placed?                      
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3.1 Our research approach
At the Business and Design programme we are engaged in practi
cal doing and reflection to deepen our learning and and generate 
implications for theory as well as practice. In a simplified form, we 
describe this as a “learning by doing” approach. This mindset is 
rooted in the constructivist view on knowledge making. Central is 
the belief that ideas and actions are interdependent, and essential 
aspects of the learning process (Osterman, 1998).

A constructivist view of knowledge creation has also been our point 
of departure when approaching the problematization of the study, 
leading us to apply the iterative and reflective research methodol
ogy of action research. It is a methodology where the researchers, 
in participation with others, cycle between theory and practice, 
action and reflection, in order to work towards practical outcomes 
(Reason and Bradbury, 2001) and produce practical knowledge 
that is useful for people in everyday life (ZuberSkerritt and Perry, 
2002). In the following section we will explain the concept of action 
research and how we have applied action research in our study.  

3.1.1 An introduction to action research
The origins of action research are often traced back to the 
social experiments made in the 1940s by Kurt Lewin, an applied 
researcher and practical theorist, known for being one of the 
modern pioneers of social, organizational and applied psy
chology. In their research, Lewin and his colleagues engaged 
in sociotechnical experiments for social democracy and 
organizational change. It is nevertheless difficult to give one 
coherent background to the approach as it has many differ

ent links and is informed by a variety of intellectual traditions, 
such as pragmatic philosophy, critical thinking, the practice 
of democracy, liberationist thought, humanistic psychology 
and constructivist theory. However, traditions aside, action 
research is regarded as having emerged as a consequence 
from the contemporary critique of positivist science and sci
entism, in a movement to seek new epistemologies of practice 
(Reason and Bradbury, 2001).

Action research belongs to the social sciences, where human 
beings, groups of people, organisations and societies are 
studied in order to understand characteristics, ideas, strate
gies and behaviours. These are all complex aspects that often 
demand qualitative research methods, which can give a deeper 
and more detailed understanding of the study subject. Quan
titative research methods can although also be used, depend
ing on the focus of the study (Zuber-Skerritt, 2001).

Due to its diverse range of approaches and practices, many of 
which are grounded in different traditions, action research is 
more to be regarded as a whole family of approaches to in q
uiry. As a whole, action research can be described as partic
ipative, grounded in experience, and actionoriented (Reason 
and Bradbury, 2001).There are three main tenets guiding the 
action research process: 1) it is rigorously empirical and reflec
tive (or interpretive); 2) it engages people who have tradition
ally been called subjects as active participants, and; 3) it will 
result in some practical outcome related to the lives or work 
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of the participants (ibid). We will further go into detail and 
explain these three core concepts, in order to later explain 
how the methodology is expressed in our research. 

Action research core concept 1:  
Rigorously empirical and reflective

Action research is a spiral of cycles based on an iterative pro
cess between action and reflection. From action in the form 
of activities, experiences, practical trials, explorations, or 
applications the researcher is able to create, gain knowledge, 
and understand through reflection, inquiry and critical eval
uation (Zuber-Skerritt, 2001). Action research shares, as such, 
a common ground with theories of reflection-in-action: the 
theory and practice of reflective professional learning devel
oped by the influential American philosopher Donald Schön in 
the twentieth century (Swann, 2002). Through reflection the 
researcher can conceptualise and generalise what happened 
in the action phase in order to then investigate new situations 
or see if the conceptions were right, trying to find confirming 
or disconfirming evidence (Zuber-Skerritt, 2001). The cyclical 
activities of action and reflection are always the same in an 
action research project. However, there are different formu
lations and description of these activities or moments (Reason 
and Bradbury, 2001). Carr and Kemmis (1986) has defined these 
steps as plan, act, observe and reflect. This cycle of the action 
research methodology is shown in figure 7.

The plan includes problem analysis and construction of a stra
tegic plan, which then is implemented in the action phase. 
Observations are made in order to evaluate the action through 
appropriate methods and techniques. Reflection is then done on 
the result of the evaluation and the whole action and research 
process. Based on that reflection the researcher might com
mence a new cycle of planning, acting, observing and reflecting 

(Swann, 2002), which also is shown in the figure 7. The reflective 
nature of action research does also mean that it agrees with 
the postmodern perspective that objective knowledge is impos
sible. Interpretation and reflection is made by the researcher, 
based on his or her own experience and knowledge, making 
it impossible to be fully objective in the research (Reason and 
Bradbury, 2001).

Action research core concept 2:  Engage people who  
have traditionally been called subjects

Action research is a collaborative process which is done 
with, for and by persons and communities. Ideally involves 
all stakeholders of the research project in acting, question
ing, and sensemaking of what informs the research (Reason 
and Bradbury, 2001). For example, in action research within 
the field of design the users should be seen as more of collab
orators than research objects. The idea is that there should 
not be any “outsiders” in the action research process (Swann, 
2002). The unconventional idea of involving all stakeholders 
in the research does also alter the role of the researcher. The 
researcher becomes less of an expert and more of a resource 
person, who is sometimes referred to as a facilitator (Stringer, 
1999). The role of a facilitator includes providing leadership 
and direction to the participants of the research process. It 
could include assisting the stakeholders in defining the prob
lem that they are experiencing and supporting them as they 
work toward a solution (Reason and Bradbury, 2001). 

Action research core concept 3: Result in practical outcome

Apart from contributing with an academic outcome that may 
provide the basis for theorizing and knowledge production, 
action research’s primarily purpose is to be a practical tool 
for problem solving. Problems which are experienced by peo
ple in their professional, community or private lives. The aim 
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with the action research is to make a difference in a specific 
way, if that objective is not obtained the research is seen as a 
failure (Reason and Bradbury, 2001). The viewpoint is that the
ory without action is meaningless and that whatever has been 
conceptualised and learnt must lead to action, improvement, 
development, or change (Zuber-Skerritt, 2001). 

3.1.2 Action research in our study
For our study, we chose an action research methodology due 
to the scope of the project, which has a strong practical and 
outcomedriven focus. Action research is also commonly used 
in many Service Design projects (Stickdorn and Schneider, 
2011; Transformator Design, 2015), where research is done in 
iterative loops or cycles, moving between action and reflec
tion, and promotes similar values of participation and collab
oration with users as well as stakeholders. 

Our research has been conducted in a similar fashion with 
two larger cycles, following Carr and Kemmis (1986) phases of 
action research. We started with problem analysis and con
struction of a strategic plan together with the client, which 
afterwards was implemented in the action phase. We later 
evaluated input from the action phase through analysis and 
reflection. Based on our reflections we have been able to refo
cus and change the form of inquiry or methods and start a 
new cycle.

Apart from the two larger cycles we have also made several 
smaller loops throughout the whole research project. Every 
interaction with users and actors can be viewed as an individ
ual loop, from which the next interaction is built upon.

The foundation for action research is learning by doing and 
doing from learning. We have chosen to illustrate this rela
tionship (figure 7) based on our experiences of the research. 
The phases of planning and acting are to be considered part of 

doing, while observing and reflecting contribute to the learn
ing. This shows the symbiosis of learning and doing, how they 
work alternately to drive the cycle forward. 

The participatory emphasis of action research has also been 
an important aspect when doing the study, leading us to take 
on the role of facilitators of the research process. In a joint 
collaboration with the client we have worked together, refor
mulating and problematizing the inquiry and ideating for fur
ther advancement in the research, in order to make the study 
relevant and useful. In interactions with the users we have 
opted for cocreation. The research methods in these interac
tions have been exclusively qualitative. We will in the following 
chapter give a more detailed description of the methods used.

3.2 Research methods
As Service Design is said to be defined by the systematic appli
cation of design methods to the design of a service (Holmlid and 
Evenson, 2007), we used several methods to collect and analyse 
data throughout the process. Consistent with our action research 
approach, the methods were not predetermined but chosen as the 
process progressed, depending on the outcome of the previous 
method, project phase and purpose. Methods in Service Design 
stem from several different disciplines (Sanders and Stappers, 
2014), however, in this study qualitative data collection methods 
grounded in ethnographic traditions, such as interviews and work
shops have mainly been performed. Analysis and collection of the 
qualitative data have occurred simultaneously to maximize the 
potential for data collection to be constantly relevant and valuable 
(Merriam, 2009).

The methods are categorized under the headings: data collection 
methods, idea generation methods and analysis methods. The fol
lowing section describes these methods, why and in what way they 
were implemented in the study.
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3.2.1 Data collection methods

Co-creation workshops

In this study cocreation workshops were used as a method 
throughout the whole process. Four workshops — planned, 
facilitated, carried out, and evaluated by us — were held with 
various stakeholders that are involved in the support of over
weight and obese children in Swedish public healthcare. From 
here on out we refer to these as client interactions.

Cocreation is a core concept of service design which can be 
used in all stages of the design process (Stickdorn and Schnei
der, 2011). Co-creation workshops are an opportunity to bring 
together and collaborate with a number of people involved 
with, or affected by, the service that is being developed or 
refined. They might include the people you are trying to 
reach, the partners you are working with, experts brought in 
from similar fields, or any combination of these. Co-creation 
workshops are a good way to produce materials for opening 
up a discussion, collecting and sharing different experiences, 
as well as cocreating potential solutions. Cocreation work
shops are a way of involving stakeholders to create a feeling 
of shared ownership of the generated concepts which often 
helps later on in the process during the implementation phase 
(DIY Toolkit, 2015). However the structure of sessions that 
include diverse people from several different backgrounds 
requires careful planning (Stickdorn and Schneider, 2011).

Due to the varying natures and aims of cocreation work
shops there are several ways in which they can be carried out. 
Mindtools (2011) provides one set of guidelines for a successful 
workshop, which have been used as a framework for the exe
cution of the cocreation workshops in this study:

1.  Define the goals: A workshop must have a goal, without it 
there is no point in organising it.

2.  Decide who will attend: This relates directly to the objective; 
make a list of people, try to be as specific as possible, leave 
room for last minute changes.

3.  Choose the right location: Think about the size of the group, 
do not use too large or small venue. Think about the logis
tics and practical details, e.g. “Will everyone see the visual 
aids?” Technology: “Will the location support your technical 
standards?” “Are break-out rooms needed; is it reachable?” 
Catering possibilities.

4.  Create an agenda: Create an outline of how you’ll achieve 
the workshop goal, the more detailed your plan, the more 
you’ll ensure that your workshop will run to schedule and be 
successful.

5.  Develop a follow-up plan: Effective followup will tell whe
ther the workshop was success or not. Create e.g. feedback 
form, give participants opportunities to share their opin
ions on how well event went, it is important to know so you 
can develop for the next time. It is also important to plan 
to communicate the decisions that were reached during the 
workshop. People need to know that the work resulted in a 
decision or action and you need to keep them informed about 
what’s happening after the workshop has ended. 

The overall purpose of the client interactions was to access 
the stakeholders’ knowledge and experience. Besides this, the 
cocreation workshops were a chance to engage and create a 
shared ownership of the process and outcome, and thus ena
bled us to find ambassadors for both the project, and Service 
Design in general as a way of working in healthcare. During 
the interactions several Service Design tools were used to 
support the aim and goal of each specific workshop. 
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Interviews

According to Design Firm IDEO (2015), individual interviews 
are critical to most design research, since they enable a deep 
and rich view into the behaviors, reasoning, and lives of peo
ple. However, it is important to distinguish an interview from 
a casual conversation and to be aware of the approach that the 
interviewer needs to follow. An interview should always have a 
clear purpose and a mutual agreement on why the interview is 
executed. Interviewing is an art that balances the dual needs 
of getting relevant information from the user and engaging 
with them as a curious and empathetic friend (IDEO, 2015).

Semi-structured interviews

The main data in this study were collected through semi 
structured interviews. All interviews were scheduled in adv
anced, conducted individually over the phone or in person. 
They were recorded as well as documented with notes. A total 
of 32 interactions were made with an overall conversation 
time of 36 hours.

Denzin and Lincoln (2005) argue that the semi-structured 
interview is a key method of enabling dialogue and deep 
engagement with participants while retaining focus on a par
ticular topic. Although the interviewer has a prepared list 
of questions, the socalled ‘interview guide’, the interview 
process is flexible and the interviewee can respond freely 
in his/her words (Bryman, 2004). Open-ended questions in 
the indepth interview allow room for respondents to explain 
their point of view and their experiences without being lim
ited by preconceived categories. The interviewer also has 
the opportunity to clarify any ambiguity about the instruc

tions or questions and probe into questions, encouraging the 
respondent to enlarge on, clarify, or explain answers (Berg, 
2009) that allow the researcher to understand any complex
ity of a situation.

Since the semistructured interview approach is commonly used 
in Service Design projects – as it supports gaining a deeper under
standing of needs, behaviors and experiences through dialogue 
(Denzin and Lincoln, 2005) – it was a natural choice of method 
for our study. To get as comprehensive overview as possible, and 
to understand multiple aspects of the current support for over
weight and obese prevention, we held interviews with users and 
healthcare providers, as well as with external actors involved in 
the support.

Semi-structured interviews with the user

The vast majority of the semistructured interviews were held with 
the users of overweight and obesity support in public healthcare. 
Since the scope of the study was limited to children aged one to ten 
with various degrees of overweightness and obesity problems, the 
users were defined as parents of the children as they are respon
sible guardians during these ages. The user interviews were held 
in two main rounds, or so called loops, which together generated 
a number of 21 interviews and an estimated conversation time of 
24 hours.

User interviews Loop 1 – the selection

An initial announcement for parents with overweight or obese 
children in the age range from one to ten was made by put
ting up posters (see appendix 1) in four child health clinics: one 
located in Stockholm, two in Gothenburg, and one in Lind
köping. After a week with no response the poster text was 
modified – from asking for meetings with parents to proposing 
telephone interviews. Due to the sensitive nature of the sub
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ject we predicted the challenge of finding users, however the 
challenge grew bigger than anticipated. After two full weeks 
without any answers, the search for respondents was extended.

Besides, once again, asking our client who operate at Sahl
grenska and Karolinska obesity centres to recruit users, this is 
a list of what was done:

• Put up posters at the City Library in Gothenburg.
• Put up posters in an additional child health clinic  

located in Angered, Gothenburg.
• Advertised on two parent forums; familjeliv.se and  

alltforforaldrar.se
• Advertised on Sundare barn’s facebook page,  

a forum for parents with overweight and obese children.
• Advertised on our Facebook and Instagram accounts.
• Spread the word in our network of contacts.

The announcement on the parent forum Sundare barn’s Face
book page was the approach that finally paid off, as the major
ity of respondents came from there. The geographical distri
bution was hence random. In Loop 1, a total of ten interviews 
were made.

User interviews Loop 2 – the selection

Since it was challenging to find respondents for the interviews 
in Loop 1, a request to previous attendees was send out. At the 
same time a new announcement on Sundare barn’s Facebook 
page was posted. In parallel recruitment from both the obe
sity centres as well as from our own networks continued. Out 
of a total of eleven respondents in Loop 2, seven were new 
and four were interviewees that we had spoken to before. As 
with the interviews in Loop 1, the geographical distribution 
was random due to the limited selection of parents who were 
willing to be interviewed.

Semi-structured interviews with healthcare providers & actors

A network of different actors surrounds any child with overweight 
and obesity problems. In addition to providers in public health
care there are, for example, preschools and schools which have 
a great influence in a child’s everyday life. Around a third of all 
the semistructured interviews, eleven in total, were made with 
healthcare providers and actors. All the interviews were held in 
person and and lasted on average 1,5 hours.

Healthcare provider & actor interviews – the selection

As it took time to find users of the overweight and obesity 
support, it was decided that interviews would also be con
ducted with caregivers and actors surrounding the child. 
After a mapping of stakeholders, representatives were looked 
for through our own network as well as the client’s. In iden
tifying interviewees we placed emphasis on the distribution 
and not on the location, which resulted in interviews with 
healthcare providers and actors located in the urban regions 
of Gothenburg and Stockholm.

3.2.2 Idea generation methods

Prototype

There are variations of how prototypes are used and for what 
purpose, however, prototyping is a vital part of almost all iter
ative design processes (Buxton, 2010). Buxton argues that pro
totypes are shown to users for evaluation, to manifest design 
decisions, and to clarify further development. Prototyping 
approaches can vary a lot depending on the project, and the 
execution usually depends on the complexity of the product 
or service. Even though the level of detail and function can 
shift, it is the conversations or the interaction that the proto
type triggers that are relevant.
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Paper prototype

In Loop 2 of the user interviews, paper prototypes — also 
known as trigger material — were utilized. At telephone inter
views, the trigger material was sent out in advance by email. 
If the interview was conducted in person, the material was 
printed to be used throughout the interaction.

Paper prototypes, low-fidelity prototyping or trigger material, 
are most often used as a support in the design process to ena
ble rapid and cheap prototyping. Typically low-fidelity proto
types are made up of sketches, basically simple drawn objects 
on paper, which communicate a rough idea of a design solution 
or a design concept. This is a way to quickly find out if an idea 
or a concept is desirable or not, and why. Even unwanted ideas 
or concepts provide valuable insights for the design process.

A primary purpose of trigger material is to support failing ear
ly in the process in order not to fail later. Even though the user 
often finds that the prototypes look and feel far from devel
oped objects, trigger material helps us, as researchers, dis
cuss and explore new ideas together with the user. Therefore 
we made the choice to use paper prototypes in our research.

3.2.3 Analysis methods

Top of Mind 

Because the amount of data collected through interviews can 
be incredibly large it is important to find a way to structure 
and document the analysis. This analysis can be done in many 
different ways, however, it needs to be done with great aware
ness (Merriam, 2009).

To find a suitable form of analysis for this study we came up 
with a new method that we named Top of Mind. For the meth
od, one writes down on Postits the gist of what was heard 
and noted, such as quotes and statements, right after a fin
ished interview. The Postits are then placed on a blank sheet 
of paper to be saved for the final analysis. The Top of Mind 
method was used as an initial analysis method for all the data 
collected through the semistructured interviews.   

As Merriam (2009) points out, qualitative data analysis and 
collection occur simultaneously. According to her “enlight
ened” approach, data is reflected on right after a certain data 
collection session. Continued data collection is then built on 
previous reflection and understanding. This implies that a 
close symbiosis between the synthesis and analysis maximize 
the potential for the data collection to be constantly relevant 
and valuable.

The Top of Mind method was used to highlight the most rel
evant insights in our research. It was a good way to quickly 
summarize data from an interview so it could be built on in 
the next interview. In addition, this method made sure that no 
important information got lost on the way. 

Affinity Diagram 

Affinity Diagrams were used for the continuously analysis of 
the interviews. Affinity Diagrams is based on mind-mapping 
except it uses clusters instead of treestructured diagrams. 
Here all Postit notes written during the Top of Mind method 
came into use.

This data interpretation method was developed by the Jap
anese anthropologist Kawakita Jiro in the 1960s and is also 
known as the K-J Method or the Affinity Chart (Mindtools, 
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Analysis methods: Top of Mind, Affinity Diagram and Customer Journey Map                      
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2015). Post-its or cards with quotes, short facts or statements 
are clustered and tagged with a statement that expresses 
what the information on the Post-its mean. Kawakita (1986) 
argues that when problems and meanings of different clusters 
are summarized, new ideas and solutions often arise. In gen
eral, good analysis is said to uncovers better understanding of 
a phenomenon or process (Miles and Huberman, 1994), there
fore we prefer to use the term understanding of data instead 
of analysis of data in our study.

The objective of using this method as researchers was to 
organize, connect and make sense of data in order to identify 
and get a holistic view of the challenges regarding the support 
for parents with overweight and obese children today.   

Customer Journey Map

The user’s journey is an important part of Service Design as 
it describes the journey of a user by representing the differ
ent touchpoints that characterize the individual’s interaction 
with the service. In this research, the Customer Journey Map 
was used as data analysis method throughout the research.

In Service Design the processes and patterns of the service 
users are outlined. By identifying the steps of the service and 
the touchpoints that users interact with along the way, a Cus-
tomer Journey Map can be created (Stickdorn and Schneider, 
2011). This mapping process brings to light all of the processes, 
phases, and action points a user has throughout a service.

The Customer Journey Map offers the researcher and the 
organization a clear picture of the user’s experience while int

er acting with healthcare providers. Developing a Customer 
Journey Map, involves studying the users in depth. The neces
sary information to create a journey map is typically gathered 
from ethnographic research, which assists the researcher 
in discovering opportunity areas, as well as identifying pain 
points within a service (Ibid).

Although the overall research generated valuable input, it 
needed to be put in a context. The visualization of the cus
tomer journey functioned as an orientation graph and valu
able tool to support us in keeping track and systematize all 
our insights, both during and after a data collection occasion. 
Since the user in this study is not considered a customer in 
typical sense of a Customer Journey Map that happens with a 
business, we have named the method User Journey Map.

3.3 Trustworthiness    
The study is based on interpretative inquiry conducted through 
qualitative methods. The aim has been to reach an understanding 
of the issue rather than finding a constant truth or an objective 
reality. This makes it difficult to motivate an evaluation of reliability 
and validity of the research and the findings in the same way as 
studies conducted through quantitative methods (Stringer, 1999). 
We have instead departed from the criteria of trustworthiness 
developed by Lincoln and Guba (1985), which are used to establish 
the rigour in interpretive inquiry and minimizing the possibility 
that the investigation was superficial, biased, or insubstantial 
(Stringer, 1999). The criteria for establishing trustworthiness are 
credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability, and 
will be evaluated in the following section. 
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3.3.1 Credibility
Credibility deals with the question “How congruent are the 
find ings with reality?” (Merriam, 2009). It is established 
through prolonged engagement with participants, triangula
tion of information from diverse sources, member checks to 
verify the accuracy of the obtained information and conclu
sion, and peer debriefing to explore aspects of the inquiry, 
which could otherwise remain only implicit within the inquir
er’s mind (Stringer, 1999).

In our research we have tried to establish credibility  
in the following forms: 

• Through long and indepth interviews with the partici
pants, sometimes multiple times, we have been able to have 
a prolonged engagement.

• Interactions have been done with both users as well as 
 actors around a child’s network, which has given us infor
mation from diverse sources. This has greatly helped us 
in understanding the situation for parents with obese and 
overweight children.

• As part of our iterative methodology we have in following 
loops tested some of the interpretations and conclusions 
that were made in previous ones. An example of this is the 
development of the User Journey Map, where, first through 
interviews, we were able to interpret different phases that 
the user go through. These were then tried on users in the 
next cycle, to see if we had interpreted it correctly and 
 refine it based on the new input. It was also tested with 
 experts from the field, who provided input that altered and/
or confirmed our interpretation.

• By having a mentor at Transformator Design, with 15 years 
of experience within action research and Service De
sign, we have also had the possibility to do peer briefing 
throughout the study. According to Hail, Hurst and Camp 
(2011) the peer should not be someone who is an imme-
diate stakeholder in the outcome of a project, but who is 
a knowledgeable source on the topic. In our case the peer 
briefing has mainly been focused on how to analyze ob
tained information and how to proceed in our inquiry. The 
mentor has been able to come in as an external partner 
contributing in analytical sessions, seeing patterns that 
have not been clear to us, and questioning our findings and 
tools. Having peer briefing has helped us to step out of the 
research and talk through the interpretations that we have 
been making. The mentor has in these interactions assisted 
us in affirming, confirming and challenging our findings.

3.3.2 Transferability
The transferability concerns the extent to which the findings 
of the research can be applied to other situations. In a positiv
ist work it could mean showing that the result could be applied 
to a wider population. However, in the case of a qualitative 
project this does not apply as the findings and conclusions are 
not applicable to other situations and populations (Shenton, 
2004). Transferability is more about describing the means for 
applying the findings to other contexts, which is done through 
thickly detailed descriptions that enable audiences to identify 
similarities of the research setting with other contexts (String
er, 1999). By thoroughly describing the scope and methodol
ogy, together with an extensive empirical part we hope to have 
captured all the important experiences and patterns that we 
have studied. 
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3.3.3 Dependability
By showing that the findings are consistent and could be 
repeated the dependability is addressed (Lincoln and Guba, 
1985). To ensure this we have tried to describe the research 
with as much detail as possible so that a future researcher 
could repeat the work and also get a similar result to ours. 

3.3.4 Confirmability
Confirmability is about not letting the study be shaped by the 
researcher’s bias, motivation or interest. The findings should 
be a result of the experiences and ideas of the informants 
(Shenton, 2004). The triangulation in the study, among users, 
actors and client have helped us reduce the effect of our own 
bias. The insights that we gained have been under reflective 
scrutiny by and together with the different stakeholders. 

3.4 Generalizability
The study’s generalizability has had an important role throughout 
the research and for the final outcome. It is quite controversial to 
state that one could do generalization in qualitative research as it 
is more recognized to be a quality standard in quantitative studies. 
In order to sort out the issue we have chosen to look at Firestone’s 
(1993) framework for considering generalizations in quantitative 
and qualitative studies. First of all there is the statistical general
ization, which is used in quantitative research, where the sample 
size must be representative for the population in order to be valid. 
Then there is the analytical generalization which is more often 
used in qualitative studies and also the type of generalization that 
we are addressing in our research.

 

Through the indepth scrutiny of interviews conducted we have 
abstracted the information to make conceptualizations of behav
iour and need. It is in the process of analysis where we as research
ers have needed to distinguish between information that is relevant 
to the majority of the study participants and experiences that are 
unique to particular participants (Ayres et al., 2003).

Analytic generalization has guided our sample selection, which 
has been made through saturation. To enhance the likelihood that 
analytic generalization can occur the researcher looks at the satu
ration of important themes and categories and then decides if the 
sample size is sufficient. In order to do so there must be sufficient 
and redundant insights that cover all aspects of a phenomenon 
(Polit and Beck, 2010). We started our study without having a pre
defined number of desirable respondents, but rather we were guid
ed by the need for information. When we saw recurring themes 
and concepts in the interviews we were able to end the search for 
respondents.

In conclusion we are not able to state that we can make a statisti
cal generalization of our study as our sample is not representative 
for its population – most of our respondents are engaged parents, 
coming from a Swedish middle class socioeconomic background. 
However, we do argue that our research and findings are to be 
considered analytically generalizable.
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3.5 Ethical aspects
To ensure the ethical aspects of our study, we have consistently 
considered the six guidelines from The Research Ethics Guidebook 
(Economic and Social Research Council, 2015). Below it is described 
in what way we have related to these guidelines.

We ensured quality and integrity of our research

Transparency have permeated both the implementation as well as 
the reporting of the data collection and analysis process in our 
study. We have constantly discussed and reflected upon our work 
with each other. In addition, we have regularly reconciled the work 
with our mentor in Service Design, our supervisor, classmates and 
client. We argue that these aspects together serve as guarantees 
of the quality of our work.

We seeked informed consent from all the participants

The purpose of all our interactions was communicated in advance 
as well as in the beginning of the interaction. Our interview 
approach balances the dual needs of collecting relevant data and 
engaging with the user as a curious and empathetic friend. In all 
our user interactions we have finished by summarizing what has 
been said and thereby sought to agreement. 

 

We respected the confidentiality and anonymity of our research 
respondents

All of our user interactions have started with the question whether 
it is okay to record the conversation and take notes. We have also 
made it clear that the recording is for study purposes only and 
should not be spread. No names have been communicated in any 
of our materials. 

We made sure that our participants participated in our study 
voluntarily

All participation has been entirely based on the respondent’s own 
willingness to engage. We have not approached the respondents 
ourselves, but the initial contact has been made by the participants. 

We avoided harm to our participants

By allowing the participants to guide the conversation we have 
avoided topics sensitive to the respondent.

Our research was independent and impartial

The study was initiated, planned and carried out by us alone, which 
allows the study to be considered as independent. It has been neu
tral in the sense that we have not taken into account any specific 
opinions or been influenced by private interests of any kind.



4.
The study
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Our process explained through: The Double Diamond framework

12 February
Co-creation workshop
– What is our common ground?

25 March
Co-creation workshop
– What direction should we take? 

21 April
Co-creation workshop
– Are we on the right track?

17 June
Insight and result mediation  
+ Co-creation workshop
–  How can we communicate the study  

and pass on the ownership?27 February
Co-creation workshop
– What does the child’s network look like? 

1 – 17 April
Interviews [11]
–  How can we deepen our knowledge  

about the user? 
15 Feb –10 March
Interviews [11] 
– What are the experiences of the actors? 

24 Feb – 17 March
Interviews [10] 
– What are the experiences of the user? 
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4.1 Study structure
We explain our study through the Double Diamond framework and 
its phases: Discover, Define, Develop and Deliver. We have chosen 
to relate our study to this process as it is a general framework 
which gives a lot of freedom and flexibility. We have furthermore 
had two major data collection phases which relates to the two pro
cess stages of the Double Diamond. 

In this study, we have investigated the support, i.e. the service, for 
families with overweight or obese children aged between one to ten 
years old, from a user perspective. The user is defined as a parent 
which may be seen as the representative for the family. Interactions 
with the client, actors in the child’s network, and users have been 
made in order to collect data. In the Double Diamond framework 
(see next page) these interactions are placed out in chronological 
order and categorized by the phase in which they took place. The 
following section describes the purpose, preparation, execution, 
insights and take aways from each phase and interaction. They are 
presented in the same order as they appear in the figure on the 
previous page. 

Since we have had an action research approach, we have in paral
lel collected and analysed data. Therefore, both the findings and 
analysis are presented in this part. 

4.2 Discover 
The discovery phase consisted of two parts:

1. Understanding the context and the actors involved  
in the support.

2. Understanding the user.

To create a holistic overview of the context, we began to set up 
meetings with experts within design and healthcare. We met with 
two people closely connected to the topic; Jonas Gumbel from 
SVID (Swedish Industrial Design Foundation) who deals with these 
issues at a national level, and Haris Kadic from ExperioLab, an or
ganization pioneering usercentered healthcare with the help of 
design. We also booked appointments with practitioners in design 
and Service Design in order to broaden our knowledge of the field 
prior to our own design of this study. Ultimately, we met with nine 
people for about ten hours in total, we mainly discussed the topic 
of codesign in Service Design and healthcare, its pros and cons, 
methods, tools and the role of the designer.  We understood that 
codesign in healthcare is perceived as essential for a usercen
tered care by practitioners, where the best healthcare is always 
achieved through a collaboration between the providers and users. 
However, the nature of codesign may vary a lot depending on 
purpose, resources, time and context. Regardless, the designer is 

CHAPTER 4: The study
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perceived as the one who should guide and mediate between the 
parties. Furthermore, we talked about Service Design and its foun
dation. In summary, we found that Service Design is a vast field 
that contains many aspects. Nevertheless, the majority of those 
we met viewed Service Design as a composite of tools and meth
ods, process and mindset. This insight, together with inspiration 
of arrangements, approaches and tools for cocreation workshops, 
were what we mainly brought with us from those meetings. 
In parallel with these meetings, we scanned the literature in the 
field of design, Service Design, participatory design, co-design and 
cocreation. Moreover, we read about other design initiatives in 
healthcare, both in Sweden and abroad, to form an opinion of what 
had succeeded before. Altogether, this gave us a foundation to build 
on and a deeper understanding of Service Design in general and 
design in healthcare in particular. The knowledge generated have 
followed us throughout the entire study and have hence been subtly 
present.

To understand the involved actors and the user of the support, 
several interactions were carried out in the Discover phase. The 
first interaction was a co-creation workshop held with the client 
in Stockholm in the beginning of February. Two weeks later, it was 
followed by another cocreation workshop with the client in Goth
enburg. During this phase, eleven interactions with actors around 
the child were completed together with ten user interactions. The 
following section focuses on outlining these particular interactions. 

Client interaction 01
– What is our common ground? 

Date: 12 February, 2015
Method: Cocreation workshop 
Tools: Pin-point, Challenge Orientation Matrix,  
Expectations and Concerns 
Time: 3 h
Location: Transformator Design, Götgatan 19, Stockholm 
Participants: Jovanna Dahlgren, professor and head of Child 
 Obesity Centre, Drottning Silvias Barnsjukhus; Annika Janson, 
PhD pediatrician and head of National Pediatric Obesity Centre, 
Astrid Lindgrens Barnsjukhus; John Chaplin, psychologist, expert 
QoL and EU project family/child perspective in clinical trials. 

The purpose

The first client interaction was primarily held to create a stable com
mon ground and to provide an overview of all the actors involved in 
the support and their roles. Moreover, the purpose was to:

• Present the Business and Design programme and ourselves as 
researchers.

• Present the partner Transformator Design and the mentor  
Erik Widmark.

• Introduce Service Design.
• Calibrate variables such as; the scope, expectations, degree of 

innovation and factors  of a successful study.
• Conduct a knowledge transfer between the client and us. 

“ SERVICE DESIGN WITHOUT CO-DESIGN 
IS NOT SERVICE DESIGN, BECAUSE IT 
IS THE CORE OF THE PRACTICE.”

Jonas Gumbel, Program Manager Design & Health, SVID
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Client interactions 01 / Co-creation workshop: What is our common ground? 

12 February, 2015: Cocreation workshop including the PinPoint, Challenge Orientation Matrix and Expectations and Concerns tools. 

44
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The preparations

First of all we decided on the aims, which guided all forthcoming 
decisions. Based on the aims we conceived the content and pro
duced all the tools. An invitation to participants, selected by the 
client, was sent out 1,5 weeks in advance with an agenda, purpose, 
short introduction to Service Design and a presentation of us and 
our mentor.    

The execution

The interaction began with an introduction of all in attendance 
and continued on with a digital presentation held by us, which 
contained information about our approach, the master’s program 
Business and Design, Transformator Design, the study and the 
expected deliverables (see appendix 2). After the presentation we 
made use of three tools, which are described in more detail below.

The Challenge Orientation Matrix tool

As the study focus and scope were still a bit unclear to us and 
we did not know if the participants had the same view of the 
focus, aim and objectives of the study, we generated a tool 
called Challenge Orientation Matrix (figure 8), with the pur
pose to reach consensus of one clear study challenge formula
tion. In addition, we wanted to communicate what we felt was 
reasonable to focus on in the context of this study. 

When using the tool, the participants were encouraged to 
share their view on the aims of the study, write them down 
on Postits, and place them out on the Challenge Orienta-
tion Matrix canvas. The result was an overview of everyone’s 
expectations in relation to the matrix parameters — time and 
level of detail — which served as a basis for a group discussion 
of the study’s possibilities and limitations. We experienced 
that the Challenge Orientation Matrix helped us to guide the 
client to a common challenge formulation, even though they 

wanted to add a second formulation. The agreed challenge 
formulation was: “How can we reach more families earlier in 
our efforts to prevent obesity for children?”, and the second: 
“How can we, earlier, prevent more overweight children to 
develop obesity?” 

The Pin-point-tool

At this early stage of the project we did not have extended 
knowledge of the overweight and obesity context and topic. 
Therefore we chose to use the Pin-point tool, which can be 
seen as a foundation for a User Journey Map, since we knew 
from previous experience that it is an effective way to invite 
participants to share their perspective and relevant knowl

Challenge Orientation

VISIONChallenge formulation:

HERE & NOW

OVERALL 
GOALS

PROJECT 
GOALS

Figure 8: The Challenge Orientation tool.
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edge in a structured way. The main aim was to generate a 
visual reflection of the participants’ knowledge about the 
user’s journey through the support today, and from that dis
tinguish focus areas that could to be used for upcoming user 
interactions. Together with the client and Service Design 
experts at Transformator Design we had beforehand decided 
that the User Journey Map was going to be a general time
based journey for children between one to ten years old, with 
overweightness and obesity (see collage, p. 44).

The participants got to map out events, actors, channels, 
challenges, ideas, dreams and needs connected to the child 
throughout the journey with Postits and interpret the result 
by identifying specific focus areas. The focus areas were then 
prioritized and written down on the side of the Pin-point can
vas (figure 9).

The completed Pin-point canvas revealed that a lot of empha
sis was put on current challenges. The challenge Postit notes 
were twice as many as the ones with ideas and dreams. Anoth
er thing that became clear was the high number of actors inv
olved. Moreover, a clear predominance of Postit notes were 

placed in the beginning of the journey, between the age one to 
five years old, before the child starts school. 

The Expectations and Concerns tool

Since everyone have hopes and fears throughout a study, we 
knew based on our experience that it is easier to talk about 
and relate to them if they are brought to the surface. Addi
tionally, as we believe transparency supports communication 
between the researcher and the client, we decided to use the 
Expectations and Concerns tool. This tool is a way to meta 
communicate and gain an understanding of what kind of out
come everyone in the group expects in order to perceive the 
study as successful in the end. The purpose was foremost to 
identify expectations and concerns, so that they could be tak
en into consideration in the further design of the study.

The tool was used during unstructured interactions over 
a cup of coffee, were we asked the participants what would 
need to happen for them to feel that the study was successful 
in the end. One of the participants wanted the result to be 
a published article in a medical journal, which led us to dis
cuss our deliverables. One particular fear brought up by the 
participants was that we would not find anything new within 
this study. We could thus talk about expectations and what 
we believed we could help with, versus what would help the 
client in the best way. Furthermore, we had the opportunity to 
highlight our concern about the limited time the client had to 
engage in the study. The use of the Expectations and Concerns 
tool was particularly important because we were able to man
age the client’s expectations and form common and realistic 
expectations together. We agreed that a User Journey Map, 
with painpoints, gainpoints, and user needs was a realistic 
delivery to anticipate.

Figure 9: The seven focus areas to focus on in the user interactions.
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The insights

Because the interaction was planned, facilitated, carried out, and 
evaluated by us, we believe that we gained a broader comprehen
sion of the overweight and obesity context and its current actors, 
opportunities and restraints. However, the most important result 
was probably our experience that the client had gained confidence 
in us and a continued curiosity in the study.  

The takeaways

What we primarily took with us from this interaction was the three 
individual take aways from the use of the tools: 1) the challenge 
formulations to guide as overall benchmarks throughout the study; 
2) the seven focus areas to form the foundation of the user and 
actor interview questions, and; 3) the decided main deliverable to 
focus on going forward.  

Client interaction 02
– What does the child’s network look like? 

Date: 27 February, 2015
Method: Cocreation workshop 
Tools: Actors Map, Idea Prioritization
Time: 2,5 h
Location: Growth Unit, Drottning Silvias Barnsjukhus
Participants: Jovanna Dahlgren, professor and head of Child 
 Obesity Centre, Drottning Silvias Barnsjukhus; Gerd Alm
quistTangen, senior researcher and child health coordinator  
at Region Halland.

The purpose

After the previous client interaction where we cocreated the 
foundation for the User Journey Map through the Pin-Point tool, 
we found it hard to relate some actors to a specific age, since the 

families do not connect to these actors by age but by health condi 
tion. From interviews, we also came to realize that there are many 
actors that influence and affect the families in the efforts to pre
vent and treat overweightness and obesity. The purpose with this 
interaction was thus to:

• Map out all actors that surround a child with overweight and 
obesity in the age between one to ten years old.

• Understand when and how the user get in contact with actors.
• Understand what happens in the interaction between the user 

and the actor: what information is given, what resources are 
available, how do followups work, etc?

• Define the connections among the actors.
• Deepen our knowledge of the actor’s specific challenges and 

benefits.
• Gather ideas from the client on how to solve today’s challen ges. 

Furthermore one internal aim was to inspire through the experi
ence of cocreation. We hoped that they would get new insights 
and understandings from this way of working. 

The preparations

We wanted to create a very visual map of all involved actors that 
could quickly be interpreted without reading. Therefore, we decid
ed to cut out paper symbols in different colors to write on: pink 
hearts for advantages, grey thunderclouds for challenges and 
yellow light bulbs for ideas. We also cut out an icon of a child in 
blue to place in the middle. We decided to make use of storytelling 
and tell a story about a child with changing conditions from the 
first year until the child becomes ten. The storytelling was meant 
to encourage the client to ‘put on the patient’s glasses’ and see 
different scenarios from the child’s perspective. The day before 
we rehearsed the story together to assure that we would cover 
the main issues we wanted to investigate. While we practiced, 
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Client interactions 02 / Co-creation workshop: What does the child’s network look like?  

27 February, 2015: Cocreation workshop including the Actors Map and Idea Prioritization tools. 
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we did sketches that led to a mockup of a possible outcome. This 
prototype felt convenient to have as a support during the actual 
interaction. In addition, we produced the Idea Prioritization tool. 

The execution

In order to reach our purposes we decided to use the two tools 
Actors Map and Idea Prioritization. We will further explain how 
we used these tools.

Actors Map

The first appearance of the Actors Map tool was presented in 
the design paper Design Inquiries at the Nordes 07 Confer
ence in 2007 (Morelli and Tollestrup, 2007). The tool is a graph 
representing a system of actors and their mutual relations. It 
provides a systemic view of the service and its context. By the 
use of the Actors Map we could involve and engage the client in 
mapping out the network surrounding the child. It felt impor
tant to deepen our knowledge while the client would experi
ence the cocreation as valuable from their perspective.

After a brief introduction we described the tool, why we chose 
it, its purpose, and our desired outcome. We began to tell the 
story about the child and mapped out actors, advantages, chal
lenges and ideas alternately. The participants’ narration very 
much steered the flow. We did, however, help by asking a lot of 
questions. When the Actors Map canvas was fully covered (see 
collage, p. 48) we asked the client to interpret the result and 
formulate it into insights. The final six insights were: 

• All information to patients is based on writing in Swedish.
• Advice is based on individual experiences and knowledge.
• An understanding of the child’s perspective is missing.
• There is no organized coordination among actors.
• Several parallel systems – no coherent medical record.
• Low level of knowledge among many of the actors.

Idea Prioritization

We knew from the last interaction that the client had a lot of 
ideas, and because the participant Gerd AlmquistTangen has 
done research in the field for several years, we wanted to take 
the opportunity to collect her ideas. The Idea Prioritization 
tool was utilized as a continuation of the generation of ideas 
that occurred in the use of the Actors Map tool. We got inspi
ration for the tool from the interview with Niklas Holm, a ser
vice designer at Transformator Design.

As we had understood that resources are a major challenge in 
public healthcare, we decided to evaluate the ideas based on 
the amount of resources they required. For the second param
eter, we decided to prioritize the benefit for the user. Because 
our work derives from a user perspective, it felt important 
to include this parameter. As it stands today, many ideas are 
implemented based on what is feasible from an organizational 
perspective, and we wanted with this parameter to trigger a 
reverse perspective. 

Because we used this tool right after completing the Actors 
Map, the participants were already in full swing and they 
themselves took the initiative to place out all the previously 
generated ideabulbs on the Idea Prioritization matrix. The 
result was a visual overview of all the generated ideas prior
itized in relation to each other. One could easily see that a lot 
of ideas could be implemented with relatively few resources 
and with great benefit for the user (figure 10).
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Insights

We believe that we deepened our knowledge and got a better 
understanding of the the various actors involved in the support and 
treatment of overweight and obesity among children. We were able 
to engage the client in a good way since the interaction was sup
posed to run for one hour but lasted for more than two. However, 
we do not know if we really provided them with new perspectives 
or new insights. Other insights gained: 

• Starting by telling a story is a good way to engage participants.
• Using symbols with different colors generates a clear visual image.
• The Idea Prioritization tool gave input to which ideas to focus on.

Take aways

From this interaction we got an idea of what the client thought 
was valuable to the user, which felt interesting to investigate if 
it was consistent with the user’s perception. We brought with us 
inspiration for focus areas and trigger material for the upcoming 
interactions with the user. Both the six insights as well as the gen
erated ideas we planned to explore further in these interactions.

Actor interactions
– What are the experiences of the actors? 

Date: 15 February – 10 March, 2015
Methods: Semistructured interviews and conversations
Tool: Interview guide with focus areas
Time: Approximately 1,5 h for each interview, around 16,5 h in total
Location: In person, in social settings and at workplaces
Participants:  Eleven actors with experience of overweight and 

obese children from their work

The purpose

From what we could conclude from the interactions with the client, 
a child with overweightness and obesity problems is surrounded 
by a network of different actors. Apart from healthcare providers 
there are, for example, preschools and schools that have a great 
influence on a child’s everyday life. Therefore, while waiting for 
users to respond to our interview invitations, we decided to talk 
with the actors surrounding the child. 

Figure 10: The Idea Prioritization tool. 
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The purpose for the interactions were the following: 

• Understand the actors’ different roles and how they relate to the 
patient.

• Understand the actors’ benefits and challenges.
• Understand the actors’ connections to each other.
• Trigger different solutions.
• Deepen our understanding of the actors’ needs for services and 

information.
• Take advantage of the knowledge and experience of people 

working with this type of problematic on a regular basis.

The preparations

We had both informal and formal meetings with the actors. The 
informal meetings included the professionals we met throughout 
our work process, such as in workshops and client interactions. In 
these interactions the interviews were openended while in the 
formal interviews we had a semistructured question guide (see 
appendix 3). Disregard if the interviews were formal or informal we 
used the previous focus areas that emerged during the first Client 
Interaction to help us not to lose track. 

The execution 

Interviews

Based on earlier cocreation workshops with the client we 
knew who the actors were that surrounded the child. There
fore, we began to reach out to representatives of each actor 
through the client as well as our own network of contacts. 
Everyone that we approached were positive to meet with us 
and they gladly shared their experiences. Some of the inter
actions took place in social settings, such as over a cup of cof
fee. Two of the interactions did, however, take place at the 
respondents’ workplaces – an elementary school in Hisingen 

(Gothenburg), where we met with a school nurse, respectively 
a kindergarten in Majorna (Gothenburg), where we met with 
a preschool teacher. Interviews were also held during work
shops together with the client. At the interviews we made 
sure that one of us took notes and the other kept track and 
asked questions. 

Analysis

Right after the interactions we – Karin and Lydia – made 
instant analyses, the so called Top of Mind. By retelling what 
we had heard and the gist of the meeting, we wrote down 
(and sometimes made sketches) of our insights, short facts, 
metaphors and statements on Postits. We aimed to keep the 
analy sis on a conceptual level in order to get a sense of the 
different but also common behaviours and needs, challenges, 
and possibilities. This was a way for us to make sure that we 
did not lose important information on the way. We placed all 
Postits on paper sheets to get a good overview of all insights. 
The quotes, short facts, metaphors and statements were clus
tered to reach a deeper understanding and underlying mean
ing, in the analytical method called Affinity Diagram.     

The take aways 

Overall we were glad that we chose to do the interactions with 
actors in the child’s network. We got a further and much deeper 
understanding of the whole context that we would not have expe
rienced without these meetings. The expertise, knowledge and 
experience of the actors made us understand the phenomena in 
more detail and we got more of an organisational perspective on 
the problematic. Later in the study, after interacting with the users 
we could observe that the issues and challenges experienced by the 
actors were what generated the challenges that the user perceived. 
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4 February – 17 March, 2015: Semistructured interviews using an interview guide with focus areas. 

User interactions 01 / Interviews: What are the experiences of the user?   

” SOMETIMES I JUST WANT 
TO GIVE UP, SO WE CAN 
GET SURGERY WHEN SHE 
TURNS 18.”

Parent about the reactive care that often  
supports only after obesity has been reached.
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User interactions 01
– What are the experiences of the user? 

Date: 24 February – 17 March, 2015
Method: Semistructured interviews
Tool: Interview guide with focus areas
Time: Approximately 1 h for each interview, around 11,5 h in total
Location: Interviews were conducted facetoface or over telephone
Participants: Ten parents to children, 1 – 10 years old, from  
different places across Sweden

The purpose

The commencing interviews were mainly done in order to get a 
deeper understanding of the users related to a variety of concerns. 
The interviews had the following purposes:   

• Understand the user’s journey on both a detailed as well as 
emotional level, in order to get a better insight into their pain 
points (challenges) and gain points (opportunities).

• Deeper understand the user needs in order to have a basis for 
different user need groups.

• Understand their experience from the support.
• Understand the child’s context and network, and the  

importance of those.
• Understand success and motivational factors.
• Understand the cause of the problem.
• Start to trigger different solution proposals. 

The preparations

We prepared the interviews with an interview guide, containing 
semistructured questions (see appendix 4). We used the previous 
focus areas that emerged during the first client interaction in the 
creation of the interview guide. The focus areas were made as a 
support to the semistructured format of the questions and helped 
us not to lose track while doing the interviews. 

The execution 

Interviews

The interviews were mainly done through telephone as the 
users were spread out across Sweden and we were not able 
to meet them all. However, we managed during this phase to 
meet in person with two of the users that lived in Stockholm.

We started all of the interviews by asking how the situation 
of the user looked today. Then, the respondent, more or less 
freely – we just made sure they were keeping to the focus are
as – talked about their experiences, feelings, and thoughts. We 
made sure that one of us always took notes while the other 
kept the interview going. The interviews did not have a spe
cific ending time but were ended when we and the respondent 
felt that they had said everything they needed and covered 
the different focus areas and questions. Before ending we did 
also summarize the things we had understood in order to let 
the user think and reflect on the things they had been shar
ing, and we asked if they wanted to add anything. This led to, 
in almost all of the interviews, a point when the respondent 
came to some sort of realization, which made them want to 
share additional and important input. 

Instant analysis

Right after a finished interview we made the same type of 
instant analysis as after the actors interviews – the Top of 
Mind analysis. Together, we wrote down on Postits the gist of 
what we heard and noted. We did this through quotes, short 
facts, metaphors and statements. It was an initial analysis 
of the experiences and information from the users that we 
aimed to keep on a conceptual level in order to get a sense of 
the different, but also common, behaviours and needs, chal
lenges and possibilities. It also ensured that we did not lose 
important information on the way. The Postits were placed 
on blank sheets of paper to give a complete picture of all the 
insights and to be saved before the final analysis.      
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Final analysis

Over the course of three days we did the final analysis to get 
a fuller understanding of the interviews. We used the analysis 
method called Affinity Diagram, which was also used when 
analysing the actor interviews. The analysis was based on the 
Postits from the Top of Mind method, containing the quotes, 
short facts and statements. The Postits were clustered and 
defined with meaning, which led to eleven main insights based 
on the user’s behaviours, experiences and needs. The analy
sis of clustering and understanding the underlying meaning 
in quotes and facts were made with great rigour. As the data 
was so extensive, with approximately twelve hours of conver
sation time, it was a complex and time consuming act, which 
demanded three days of intense analyzing. We started also to 
do a User Journey Map in order to analyse the steps and phas
es of the users’ experiences of the support.

The insights

The response regarding the study was overall positive. All users 
were glad that we were addressing these issues by taking on their 
perspective, asking of their experiences of the support and lis
tening to their challenges and comments. The interviews became 
in most cases much longer than we had planned and expected. 
This indicates that we conducted the interviews in an open and 
empathic way, where we encouraged the users to tell their story 
from their own perspective.

We understood quite quickly that the obesity problematic is more 
than a food and exercise issue, and heard repeatedly statements 
like “I know what you should eat, but not how we can begin to 
change our lifestyle.” As mentioned earlier we were able to dis
tinguish eleven main insights from the Affinity Diagram analysis 
method. These were matched to the User Journey Map we were 
starting to construct. We developed the User Journey Map based 

on phases and not on the child’s age. We did this as we were able to 
conclude from the interviews that the journey involves many dif
ferent actors, at various occasions, which most of the time but not 
always, is based on the child’s age. Despite the various connections 
with different actors we were able to distinguish a pattern in how 
the user went through the same emotional phases – from the time 
their child begins to gain weight until they actively start to manage 
the problematic. In detail the journey included the phases of: 

• Awareness: The parent gets an awareness of their child’s obesi
ty issues, either from care providers or on their own.

• Reception: How the concern of the parent is met and how the 
caregivers respond to the concerns and problematics.

• Understanding: When the parent gets an understanding for the 
problem and causes.

• Execution: The family has to take action and fulfill an execution 
plan to deal with the problematics.

The insights that we then matched to the different phases were 
the following: 

Awareness

• How one is notified is crucial for the continuing journey.

Reception

• Overweight among children is often experienced as being 
neglected or overlooked.

• Great responsibility is placed on the parents.
• The support for obesity is fragmented.

Understanding

• The advice is arbitrary.
• The advice and material is general.
• The support is dehumanized.
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Execution

• Parents often know what to do, but not how to do it.
• The support is based on what is available, not on what you need.
• The availability of support varies depending on where you live.
• The information for overweightness and obesity are divided. 

The take aways 

The empathic and open structure of the questions, along with 
the focus areas, worked very well with our purpose to get a deep 
understanding of the experiences and situation of the user.

The analysis method Top of Mind turned out well. Using the meth
od we were able to synthesize as time went along, which meant that 
we were not only able to grasp all the important information, but 
also grow our knowledge as time passed by. Thus we could build 
on our insights at following interviews.  

We brought with us the insights and User Journey Map into the 
next phase to be further defined and redefined. 

4.3 Define 
The define phase is the point in the overall process where ideas 
begin to take shape. After we had collected the data during the 
previous phase, we began to process and analyze it in order to nar
row down the insights and establish the study’s main challenges, 
the ideation, confirmation, and initial refinement.

First thing, the information we collected and analyzed in the dis
covery phase in order to identify problem areas, needs and new 
service ideas, was communicated, co-created, and refined in a 
third client interaction. The outcome from the cocreation session 
formed the foundation for the following interactions with the users. 
The aim for these interactions was to trigger ideas, test hypotheses 
and deepen our knowledge of the user’s behavior, experience and 
needs. The coming section describes both the interaction with the 
client as well as with the users.

Client interaction 03
– What direction should we take? 

Date: 25 March, 2015
Method: Cocreation workshop 
Tools: Summarized and packaged insights, Study Direction
Time: 2,5 h
Location: Transformator Design, Götgatan 19, Stockholm 
Participants: Jovanna Dahlgren, professor and head of Child 
 Obesity Centre, Drottning Silvias Barnsjukhus; Annika Janson, 
PhD pediatrician and head of National Pediatric Obesity Centre, 
Astrid Lindgrens Barnsjukhus; Gerd Almquist-Tangen, senior 
researcher and child health coordinator at Region Halland; Erik 
Widmark, senior service designer at Transformator Design.

The purpose

Study halftime. After the first period of interactions with actors and 
users were done, yet another interaction was held with the client 
in the end of March. In addition to our internal goals to maintain 
the client’s interest in the study, and to convey an understanding 
of the type of delivery to expect, the purpose was to:  

• Present the main insights.
• Invite the client into the process by letting them interact with 

the material.
• Calibrate the focus of the study.

The preparations 

Five invitations were sent out two weeks in advance with assistance 
from Jovanna Dahlgren. In the end three people from the reference 
group were able to attend: Jovanna Dahlgren, Gerd AlmquistTan
gen and Annika Janson. In addition to us, our mentor Erik Widmark 
from Transformator Design also took part.

We prepared a presentation (see appendix 5) and material in line 
with the purposes that we had decided on.  
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Client interactions 03 / Co-creation workshop: What direction should we take?   

25 March, 2015: Cocreation workshop including printout of our summarized and packaged insights and study directionfigures. 

STÖDETS OLIKA FASER

Medvetande Förståelse Bemötande Utförande

ARBETSM
ATERIAL
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The execution

Since we wanted the client to feel part of the process and dare to 
interact, comment, and cocreate the material, we decided not to 
run a digital presentation but to print all the presentation slides 
and put them up on the wall. In this way everyone got a good over
view of the material and it became more accessible to write com
ments and put Postits on. The distance to the material presented, 
we believe, is reduced in this way – an effect that is also consistent 
with our approach to be open and transparent all the way through 
the process. The interaction was divided into two separate parts:   
1) the presentation part, and 2) the co-creation part, where we 
made use of the Study Direction tool.

The presentation

We repeated the study challenge formulations and visualized 
the action research approach that we have adopted together 
with pictures from the study. We continued to explain what 
we had done since the last time we met, our challenges, and 
our way to overcome them. Further we explained how we 
went about analysing the collected data to come up with the 
main insights. The digitized actor’s map was introduced. We 
explaned the challenges with creating a User Journey Map 
connected to time in this particular case because obesi
ty does not occur at a specific time in a child’s life, but can 
occur at any time throughout life. Thus we proposed, a User 
Journey Map divided into phases, and presented a prototype 
with suggestions of phases. The client got to interact with the 
prototype and the names of the phases were discussed and 
adjusted.

The insights were presented using quotations and bullets to 
summarize the problems on one side and the user’s needs on 
the other, then followed with a group discussion concerning 
all insights.

The Study Direction-tool

In the second and final part of the meeting two models were 
presented that illustrated two different directions the study 
could take: a broad and holistic or a narrower with more delv
ing into one, or two, solution concepts (see collage, p. 56). 
After a discussion of what the different directions meant and 
what they could result in, it was decided that Model 1 was the 
one that seemed most relevant to the study. From our previ
ous experience and the collective experience of the employ
ees at Transformator Design, specific solutions are often tied 
to time and context as opposed to general needs and deeper 
understanding of the problem areas, which tend to remain 
stable over longer periods.  

The insights

Two things came up during the interaction that we needed to take 
into account. The first was responsibility: “At what level and on 
whom lies the responsibility to prevent obesity?” The second was: 
“How can the client continue to work in a usercentered way?” We 
then asked ourselves if the latter was something that we should 
included in the delivery.

Our main insights that we presented were a bit messy and several 
were repeated, we wondered if it had made a difference if we would 
have had time to work through the material more. However, there 
was continued interest from the client, and a new appointment 
was booked.
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The takeaways

We took with us a clear study direction, together with an agree
ment to meet again on the 21st of April. Until then, we were to 
make (preferably) ten interactions with users, review insights, and 
develop the Actor’s Map. Even though more interactions could have 
been done with actors, we found that most valuable for the study 
was to focus on the user perspective because it is this perspective 
that is missing.

Moreover, it was decided that the final outcome would be commu
nication material, which could be used to forward the results of the 
study in a self-propelled way. The main target group was defined 
as decisionmakers in healthcare and politics.

User interactions 02
– How can we deepen our knowledge about the user?

Date: 1 – 17 April, 2015
Method: Semistructured interviews 
Tools: Interview guide with focus areas and trigger material
Time: Approximately 1 h for each interview, 12,5 h in total
Location: Interviews were conducted facetoface or over telephone
Participants: Eleven parents to children, 1 - 10 years old, from  
different places across Sweden

The purpose

The overall purpose with the user interviews in Loop 2 was to dig 
deeper into the things we found in the earlier phases. The inter
views had the following purposes:    

• Deepen the understanding of the user’s journey, mainly on an 
emotional level to get better insight into today’s pain points and 
gain points.

• Trigger solution propositions.
• Deepen the understanding of the user needs in order to be able 

to develop user need groups.

The preparations  

For the interviews we prepared an interview guide containing 
semi-structured questions (see appendix 6). We also specified impor
tant areas that we wanted to focus on. They were the following: 

• The process of support the family has experienced so far and the 
current state.

• Experiences in the various phases (challenges/good moments).
• Expectations in the various phases (support/help, treatment).
• Needs in the various phases (responsibility; family, healthcare,  

society).
• Actors involved in the various phases – experiences (challenges/

good moments).
• Possible Solutions/Concepts/What if… in the various phases. 

In the interviews we also included trigger material (or paper proto
types). These were also prepared in advance and were based on the 
previous interviews that we had conducted in Loop 1. The triggers 
aimed at communicating a rough idea of the possible solutions and 
future scenarios to stimulate discussion and trigger the develop
ment of new ideas together. They also helped us to quickly find out 
if the ideas and concepts were desirable or not, and why.  

The execution

The interviews could be seen as an iterative process where we went 
between talking with the users and developing the User Journey 
Map, user need groups, and concepts simultaneously. 
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1–17 April, 2015: Semistructured interviews using an interview guide with focus areas and trigger material. Parallel analysis building the User Journey Map. 

User interactions 02 / Interviews: How can we deepen our knowledge about the user?   
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Interviews 

As we both talked to users that we had interviewed before 
and users that were new to the study, we initiated the inter
views a bit differently than in the past. In the interviews with 
the same respondents as before, we presented what we had 
concluded from the Loop 1. In the interviews with the new 
respondents we started by asking an open question, such as, 
“how does your situation look like at the moment?” This was 
done in order to set a foundation for further conversation.

After this initial phase of the interview, we started to use the 
triggers for the rest of the conversation. In some cases the 
triggers guided our questions to the user, but in others they 
were brought up naturally in the conversation. The triggers 
included the phases and different concepts. When doing the 
interviews in person, the respondent could add and make 
their own drawings on top of the trigger material, which were 
in paper format. With the interviews that were done through 
telephone, the triggers were displayed on the respondent’s 
computer or smartphone, and while they were looking and 
commenting we made drawings and took notes on the trigger 
material (see collage, p. 59).

Each interviews lasted until we felt that we had covered all 
important aspects and focus areas and when the respondent 
felt that they had said everything they wanted. Most inter
views were about an hour, but it varied based on whether it 
was a user we had talked to before or not. Interviews with the 
new respondent were at times almost two hours long, while 
with the previous interviewed users it would last for about 
30–40 minutes. 

User journey analysis 

From the interviews we started to build the User Journey Map.  
This was a process that lasted throughout the whole period 
while we were conducting interviews, and also a week after 
the last interview was done. In the beginning we only had the 
four different phases of the user’s journey, but as time went 
by we could extend and deepen our knowledge in these phas
es by putting out important activities, pain points and gain 
points. From the first few interviews we collected the input 
and then started to create an analog version of the journey 
on the wall of our studio, where we added the insights after 
each interview. The information was divided in seven cate
gories that matched to the different phases. The categories 
were: activity, what does the user do, needs, challenges (pain
points), responsibility, means, and recommendations. This 
gave us a good overview of the User Journey Map and the 
different types of insights that had come out from the inter
views. The analog format of the journey allowed us to be agile 
and iterate through interviews, analysis and reflection. In the 
same way as before we were able to build on our insights from 
one interview to the next, in order to refine the User Journey 
Map and our insights and knowledge.  
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The insights

The analysis and the making of the User Journey Map was a long 
process that took a lot of time and needed great reflection and con
sideration. We concluded the interviews with five main insights:  

•  The overall perspective of the user’s journey is lost. 
• Obesity is not taken fully seriously.
• The support is based on what is available, not what the user need.
• The information on overweightness and obesity is fragmented.
• There is a lack of collaboration among the actors around the child. 

As mentioned earlier, in our User Journey Map analysis we also had 
different categories. One of these was recommendations, which 
derived from the different phases and the different challenges and 
opportunities that were found in those phases. From the recom
mendations together with the compilation of the main insights and 
the trigger material we were able to conclude five from-to scenar
ios or ‘movements’ as we also call them and five principles. They 
are the following: 

Movements

• From lost to oriented. 
• From remote support, first at obesity to distributed re

sources from the start. 
• From generalized tools to personalized tools. 
• From vague and scattered information to comprehensive 

and reliable. information. 
• From isolated actors into a network. 

Principles

• Guide the user through the whole journey.
• Meet up with resources earlier.
• Match tool with needs.
• Provide updated evidencebased information.
• Enable collaboration between all stakeholders.

We were also able to start defining different user need groups. 
These were based upon the level of support that the user 
needs in the action phase, which is where we observed the 
most variety in needs. We defined groups of: user that can 
make it on their own, user in need of a little help, and user in 
need of a lot of support. There are five levels that build on the 
user need groups, these are based on the main insights.

The takeaways

All the findings and insights were to be brought to the next meeting 
with the client. We were then to continue refining the user need 
groups. The movements and principles were to be put together in 
order to illustrate future scenarios.

The User Journey Map that we developed will be one of the corner
stones in our final outcome. It was an interesting process of how 
we reached to the final journey – the iterative way that we went 
about it, back and forth between interviews – and the use of phases 
was something that we brought with us.

4.4 Develop
In the development phase it is time to open up again and explore 
further. This is where you design and test potential solutions, 
which deepens the knowledge and understanding of the user. The 
iterative trial-and-error process helps to improve and refine ideas.

After we conducted the second loop of interactions with the user, 
and analysed the collected data, we held a fourth client interac
tion where a User Journey Map, with identified challenges and user 
needs, was communicated together with overall insights, User Need 
Groups and five proposed movements to meet the needs of users 
in the future. The following section depicts this client interaction: 
its purpose, preparation, execution and outcome.
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21 April, 2015: Cocreation workshop including printout of our summarized and packaged result. 

Client interactions 04 / Co-creation workshop: Are we on the right track?  
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Client interaction 04
– Are we on the right track?

Date: 21 April, 2015
Method: Cocreation workshop 
Tools: Printout of our summarized and packaged result
Time: 2 h
Location: Transformator Design, Götgatan 19, Stockholm
Participants: Jovanna Dahlgren, professor and head of Child 
 Obesity Centre, Drottning Silvias Barnsjukhus; Annika Janson, 
PhD pediatrician and head of National Pediatric Obesity Centre, 
Astrid Lindgrens Barnsjukhus; Gerd Almquist-Tangen, senior  
researcher and child health coordinator at Region Halland;  
Erik Widmark, senior  service designer at Transformator Design.

The purpose

The study had started to come to an end, therefore the overall 
purpose of this interaction was to convey our results and let the 
client interact and calibrate the material to make the most relevant 
and useful delivery possible. We had also started to package the 
outcome, the communication material, and therefore we wanted to 
have feedback on the layout: “Was it understandable and essential? 
Was something missing?” Moreover we wanted to plan the contin
uation of the study.

The preparations 

As the meeting had been booked at the last interaction we already 
knew that at least three people would attend. However, five more 
invitations were sent out. We packaged our result (see appendix 7), 
printed it out, and placed it all on the conference table for a com
prehensive overview.  

The execution

We went through all the pages of the material from beginning to 
end, starting with the main insights, the User Journey Map with pain 
points and user needs, future concepts, the requisite groups and 
the proposed five movements. The User Journey Map and its various 
steps was the most discussed because it is a central part of the final 
result, and therefore needs to be logical and easy to understand. 
Much time was also devoted to the requisite groups and the way that 
they should be understood and interpreted. During the discussions, 
Postit notes were written continuously and placed on the printed 
pages to facilitate the subsequent adjustment of the material.

The client wanted to exclude the proposed concepts from the the 
delivery and instead add a future scenario series to illustrate the 
essence of the study’s result and a vision based on user needs.  

“ BY UNDERSTANDING THE PATIENT 
BASED ON THEIR MOTIVATIONAL 
FACTORS I’VE BEEN ABLE TO BETTER 
UNDERSTAND THE PATIENTS WHICH 
I’VE HAD DIFFICULTIES HELPING  
BEFORE.”

Client about the the phases of the User Journey Map.
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The insights

As we had understood earlier, the analog material facilitated the 
client to interact. We also realized that a material that does not feel 
too “complete” encourages the client to dare to adjust and comment. 

We did also understand from the interaction and the client’s reac
tion that some of the insights that we communicated were new to 
them, in the sense that it gave them a new perspective of the user 
and their experiences.

The take aways

What we mainly took with us were all the pages with Postit com
ments, gathered from both the client as well as from our mentor. We 
experienced a continued interest in the study and we jointly decided 
to hold a presentation for decisionmakers within healthcare and 
politics, on the 17th of June, at the office at Transformator Design 
in Stockholm. 

4.5 Deliver
The delivery phase is yet to come, since it is going to take place 
outside the time frame of this thesis, and be implemented later in 
June. However, we thought that it was important to describe what 
we are going to do in order to communicate a full understanding of 
the study, and highlight that all the phases are equally important. 
The delivery phase is especially important in order for the findings 
of the study to be communicated to involved actors and stakehold
ers, and implemented in the organisations that takes part. In the 
following section we will describe an interaction including various 
stakeholders that will take place after the completion of the thesis 
and will conclude the study.     

Actor interaction 02
– How can we communicate the study and pass on the ownership?

Date: 17 April, 2015
Method: Insight mediation and cocreation workshop 
Tools: Digital presentation, ideation canvas, communication  
material booklet 
Time: 2 h
Location: Studio at Transformator Design, Götgatan 19, Stockholm
Participants: Jovanna Dahlgren, professor and head of Child 
 Obesity Centre, Drottning Silvias Barnsjukhus; Annika Janson, 
PhD pediatrician and head of National Pediatric Obesity Cen
tre, Astrid Lindgrens Barnsjukhus; Erik Widmark, senior service 
designer at Transformator Design and decision makers with
in healthcare and politicians with mandate to make decisions 
 within the field. 

The purpose

Studies like ours are at the risk of facing the so called ‘project death.’ 
Most of the development effort through usercentered systems 
exists during a period known as a project that rarely reaches the 
full maturation and establishment of an ordinary activity (Norén, 
2015). One of the reasons for this, according to Norén, is that these 
development efforts do not obtain full autonomy in relation to the 
established healthcare systems and that they focus on individual 
efforts instead of complete results.

It has been important for us not to fall into this trap of the project 
death. Not only has it been important how we have handled the 
process in collaborating with our clients and users, but it is also 
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important how we choose to finish the study and shape the delivery 
phase. Apart from compiling all the information in a comprehen
sive and visual way and giving over all the ownership to the client, 
we will also put effort in what we call a stakeholder interaction. 
The stakeholder interaction will take place on the 17th of June at 
the office of Transformator Design. We will bring together stake
holders that have power of decisionmaking and an interest in the 
healthcare support for overweight and obese children between one 
to ten years old. It is important that our client has ownership of the 
study and therefore of the result, but also that it is communicated 
and shared with other stakeholders. We believe that if we are able 
to reach this goal, it is more likely that our study and its findings 
will have an effect on future political decisions and management 
within healthcare. 

The preparations  

We will invite people that we and our client think are important 
for the afterlife of the study: decisionmakers in obese pediatric 
healthcare, and other stakeholders that could contribute to a 
national holistic approach of the support based on usercentered 
systems.  

The execution

The interaction will include a talk and a workshop. In the talk we 
and our client will describe the study, its purpose, execution and 
outcome. Also, with our mentor at Transformator Design, Erik 
 Widmark, we will explain the practice and theory of Service Design.

We want in the workshop to let the participants ideate on the 
pain-points identified in the User Journey Map and come up with 
concrete solutions on how the proposed shift can take place. In 
addition we want to raise a discussion of how the stakeholders can 
start, or continue, to work in a usercentered way in their dayto
day activities, and how that can direct their activities, what actions 
they can take and who is responsible of what.  

A brochure that summarizes our study will be available for every
one to take with them. The workshop will also be summarized and 
communicated to all participants, together with the action plan 
they create. There are also plans for a smaller presentation tour 
around Sweden where we get the opportunity to spread the out
come of the study.



5.
The outcome
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5.1 Two levels of outcome 
During our fourmonth study, our client has been involved from 
the start. We have had a close cooperation with regular meetings 
where we have transferred insights, from both actors and users, 
cocreated material and calibrated the study together. We thus see 
that the outcome has been built up continuously and that the study 
has delivered parts of the result throughout the whole process that 
has led to the final outcome. We have divided the final outcome 
into two different levels: the tangible and the intangible.  

The tangible outcome consists of the concrete deliverables, several 
of which were included in the planning from the beginning, such as 
the main insights and the User Journey Map. The tangible outcome 
may be referred to as objects, independent of physical persons, 
which can be copied and shared. In contrast to the tangible out
come, the intangible outcome is embodied in relations and people, 
and therefore it is less specific and harder to capture. 

This chapter aims to summarize and categorize the findings and 
insights that were gained in the study (chapter 4) by putting it in 
the context of the two levels of outcome. We will in the following 
section further describe these outcomes. 

5.1.1. Tangible outcome
The tangible result mainly consists of the communication mate
rial that we decided, together with the client, to deliver in the  
end. Besides it includes a presentation with associated work
shop and a future scenario. The different parts are described in 
more detail below. 

Communication material
The communication material is an aggregated conclusion of 
the study’s findings intended for all who somehow come in 
contact with overweight and obese children through their 
work, but mainly to policy makers in healthcare and politi
cians with the power to make decisions that may affect the 
support for families with overweight or obese children in the 
longterm. The communication material consists of several 
parts; main insights, a User Journey Map, User Need Groups 
and a proposed movement with succeeding design principles.

Main insights

The five main insights are those that emerged after the final 
analysis of all user interactions. They have also been reviewed 
and slightly adjusted together with the client to be as clear 
and communicative as possible. The main insights are pre
sented as statements that summarize the users’ cumulative 
perceptions, in order to facilitate the understanding of the 
user perspective (see next page). To emphasize and make the 
statements credible, they are presented together with care
fully selected quotations and bullet lists of the user’s challen
ges and needs connected to the insight. 

CHAPTER 5: The outcome
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The five main insights: Presented as statements

THE 
OVERALL  
PERSPECTIVE  
IS MISSING. 

OBESITY IS 
NOT TAKEN 
SERIOUSLY. 

THE SUPPORT 
IS BASED 
ON WHAT IS 
AVAILABLE, 
NOT ON WHAT 
IS NEEDED.

THE  
SUPPORT  
LACKS  
COLLABORATION 
BETWEEN  
ACTORS. 

THE  
INFORMATION  
IN OVERWEIGHT 
AND OBESITY IS  
FRAGMENTED.
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User Journey Map

The User Journey Map is one of the components that was 
included from the beginning as part of the delivery. It was built 
up through the process as we deepened our knowledge and 
understanding of the user. The different phases of the journey 
and its activitypoints evolved both from the user interactions 
as well as through interactions with the client. The User Jour-
ney Map gives a comprehensive view of the user’s challenges 
and needs, from when a parent is notified of their child’s over
weightness or obesity until the actions start to be performed 
(see next page). The graphical representation of the journey 
can not only aid in understanding a user’s entire process from 
beginning to end, but also where the user encounters chal
lenges and why. 

User Need Groups

The User Need Groups are closely linked to the User Journey 
Map. They were also included as part of the proposed delivery 
from the start. In parallel with the user interactions, we cre
ated various mockups of the User Need Groups that we used 
as hypotheses, which we constantly tried to prove. In the end, 
three User Need Groupswere defined (see p. 71), which differ 
depending on how much external support and assistance they 
need throughout the action phase related to the User Jour-
ney Map. The user needs groups is a tool that facilitates the 
understanding of various needs, and what is required to meet 
these during a user’s journey through a service, or as in this 
case a support system.

Proposed movements and design principles

Based on the main insights and the knowledge and under
standing that the User Journey Map generated, we have pro
posed five movements that could improve the support for 
families with overweight or obese children. The movements 
are followed by design principles, which together serve as a 
guide towards an understanding of what needs to be done in 
order to enhance the user experience (see p. 72–73). Moreover, 
a text of what the design principle means and what it takes for 
the movement to become reality is presented in the commu
nication material. 

Presentation and action plan workshop
A presentation with an overview of the study and its findings, 
together with a workshop, are part of the delivery. We want 
to communicate our study, and the insights we have acquired, 
to as many people as possible in order to increase opportu
nities for continuation. We believe that printed communica
tion material is enhanced by verbal communication that takes 
place when people actually meet in person and conversations 
can occur, and questions can be asked.

The presentation is followed by a workshop that aims to 
engage participants in generating ideas on how the proposed 
movement can be done, prioritizing these ideas, and defining 
how, when and by whom they will happen. The outcome of 
the workshop will be an action plan that will be shared with 
everyone who were involved. It is hoped that this may serve as 
a starting point for further work to improve the support for 
families with overweight and obese children.
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The User Journey Map: A graphical visualisation
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Innebörd

• Är mitt barn normalt?

• Vad är normalt?

• Var kan jag få svar på 
mina funderingar?

Det finns föraningar kring 
 avvikelse vad gäller barnets 
vikt och tillstånd. 

Funderingar, oro och frågor 
börjar uppstå. Det är vanligt 
att man jämför barnet med 
andra barn i ens omgivning. 

Besked från vården om övervikt 
eller fetma enligt den standard 
som finns. 

Bearbetar och tar in proble
matiken. Tankar kring innebörd 
väcks.  

Aktiv handlingfas. Hantering av 
 verktyg ihop med vardagssituation. 
Funderingar kring påverkan på 
barnet. 

Motiveringsförmåga och kapacitet 
prövas om och om igen.Samordning av 
evetuella andra aktörer kring barnet. 

• Varför uppmärksammas  
det här? 

• Vad händer nu? 

• Vem kontaktar vi om vi behöver? 

• Vad är målsättningen? 

• När återkopplas och utvärderas? 

FÖRBERUNDANDE MEDVETANDEFaser FÖRSTÅELSE/
ORIENTERING HANDLING BIBEHÅLLA

Förståelse kring  
proble matiken tar form. 

Skapar uppfattning  
kring  omfattning och  
konsekvenser. 

• Är övervikt ett problem?

• Hur stort är problemet?

• Finns det några konse
kvenser? I så fall vilka? 

Förståelse kring  
orsaksbilden tar form. 

Skapar uppfattning kring  
vad problematiken kan bero  
på. Orienterar sig för hel
hetsbild. Skuld känslor och  
viss skam kan uppstå.  

• Vad beror det här på?

• Hur går vi vidare nu?

• Vad är planen framåt?  

• Hur pratar jag med barnet? 

Orientering och planering av 
lösningsalternativ. 

Skapar uppfattning kring vilka 
hjälpmedel och resurser som 
finns att tillgå. 

• Vad finns för verktyg och 
vilka passar oss? 

• Bör barnet involveras?  
I så fall hur?  

• Vad behöver jag för att börja?
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The user need groups:  On their own, with little help and in need of a lot of support
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Proposed movement: With following design principles

DESIGN PRINCIPLE
Guide through the whole process

DESIGN PRINCIPLE
Provide resources earlier

01 02 03FROM LOST TO ORIENTED
FROM REMOTE SUPPORT, FIRST  
AT OBESITY TO DISTRIBUTED  
RESOURCES FROM THE START 

FROM GENERALIZED TOOLS 
TO PERSONALIZED TOOLS

DESIGN PRINCIPLE
Match the support with the needs
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Proposed movement: With following design principles

04 05
FROM VAGUE AND SCATTERED  
INFORMATION TO COMPREHENSIVE 
AND RELIABLE INFORMATION

FROM ISOLATED ACTORS 
INTO A NETWORK

DESIGN PRINCIPLE
Share existing knowledge

DESIGN PRINCIPLE
Enable collaboration between actors
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Future scenario
A future scenario in the form of an illustrated action sequence 
intends to clarify our findings from the study and serve as 
inspiration. The future scenario is based on insights from both 
the actor interactions as well as the user interactions. Our 
hope is that the sequence will be printed and distributed to 
politicians, decisionmakers in healthcare, healthcare units, 
and other actors who come into contact with overweight and 
obese children. There is no image of the scenario included 
here, because at the date when this thesis was submitted, it 
was not yet produced.

5.1.2. Intangible outcome
The study did not only produce a tangible result, but also an 
intangible outcome that was built up throughout the process. 
The intangible outcome is divided into mindset, cooperation 
and user knowledge. The following text describes the differ
ent parts more in detail. 

Mindset
As described earlier, the client wanted to operate in a more 
usercentered way, but did not know how. By involving the cli
ent throughout the entire process they have been provided 
with a new and changed mindset — and the how. This change 
in mindset, together with the practical experience of partici
pating in the project, enhances the possibilities for the client 
to continue working with a usercentered approach. It also 
creates the opportunity for spreading this way of thinking 
further within as well as outside the organization.

User knowledge
The client has extensive knowledge and experience of over
weightness and obesity in pediatric patients due to several 
years of practical work and research. The study has, however, 
provided a deeper understanding of the user through regular 
insight mediation, where we have operated as a link between 
the user and the client. The client’s deeper understanding of 
the user, as conveyed during the latter two client interac
tions, has led to new perspectives and new ways of viewing 
the user’s situation, which in turn increases the chances that 
user’s needs will be fulfilled.

Cooperation
In addition to the above mentioned intangible outcomes, the 
study has resulted in an enhanced cooperation among the 
actors in general, and between the two obesity centres, in 
particular. As various actors from a variety of units and lev
els have had an interest in the study, relations have become 
tighter through more frequent communication and meetings. 
The upcoming presentation, to which many stakeholders are 
invited, might serve as a platform for future collaborations. 

“ SERVICE DESIGN HAS GIVEN  
ME ACCESS TO USER-GLASSES. 
I THINK MORE ’HUMAN’ THAN 
’MEDICINE’ NOW.”

Client about being involved in the study.



6.
Discussion
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6.1 Placing our study in design research and 
practice – the outcome in relation to theory
We wish in this section to discuss the outcome related to the the
ory. As we see the outcome having two different sorts of contri
butions we would like to examine these two aspects in detail and 
furthermore reflect on Service Design’s placement in the landscape 
of design research.  

When Sanders and Stappers (2014) developed the map made by 
Sanders (2006) over the landscape of design research and practice, 
they were not able to place Service Design. They were also unsure 
whether it is to be considered being practiced with a participatory 
mindset or an expert mindset. They argued that we need to bide 
our time in order to wait and see which direction the research and 
practice will take. But what if it is both? What if Service Design 
brings together an expert mindset with a participatory mindset 
and integrate them both on a designled and a researchled level?

The ambiguity of the research and practice of Service Design is 
something that we have been able to see in our study. We have 
defined the outcome on two different levels — an intangible and a 
tangible. The tangible outcome mainly relates to the user and is to 
serve as a tool for the client and other stakeholders in their work 
towards more usercentered solutions. The tangible outcome in 
our case is userfocused due to the fact that it is primarily based 
on interactions with the user. Relating back to the map of Sand
ers (2006) we can furthermore see that these interactions have 
been done by an expert mindset, through interviews and trigger 

material, where the user has been more of a research object then 
participant. We consider, however, the interactions to be both of 
a researchled as well as designled kind due to the mix of meth
ods in execution and analysis. Even though we have had a certain 
distance to the user we have still been able to create empathic and 
close relations in the interactions, as described earlier in the user 
interaction sections in chapter 4, which has made us able to under
stand and interpret the user needs, challenges and expectations.

The intangible outcome on the other hand derives from the inter
actions with the client. These interactions have had, in contrary 
to the user interactions, a strong emphasis on methods and tools 
based on a participatory mindset. The interactions have had more 
of a designled approach and have been designed for collaboration, 
mutual understanding, and knowledge sharing. Apart from shap
ing methods and activities based on these principles we have also 
considered it important to involve the client throughout the whole 
process. By doing so we have, as concluded in the outcome, been 
able to create a shared ownership of the study, where the client 
have been able to feel involved and part of the study. This mindset, 
however, put us less in a role of researcher and more in the role 
of facilitator, where our activities were less about controlling the 
outcome and more about leading and facilitating activities and 
producing material artefacts for the interactions. Our experience 
follows the idea discussed by Sanders and Stappers (2008), that 
the stakeholder is seen as the expert of their field and that their 
competence ought to be used throughout the process. The aim of 
this idea is to empower the stakeholders. Apart from the pursuit of 

CHAPTER 6: Discussion
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a shared ownership of the study, we have also aimed at sharing our 
knowledge about usercentered practice with the client. Bødker 
et al. (2004) suggest that a key aspect of participatory design is 
the mutual learning between stakeholders. We see this as one of 
our most important outcomes in the study. By involving the cli
ent throughout the process they have been able to get a deeper 
understanding and knowledge about usercentered practices. As 
they have gained this knowledge the client can be ambassadors 
for involving users in practice, in other words, for a usercentered 
healthcare. Through this, it has become clear to us that we also 
have had the role as educator, which DiSalvo et al. (2012) also pro
claim to be the role and contribution of the designer in participa
tory focused projects.

The reason why we ended up taking on both the participatory 
and the expert mindset, described by Sanders and Stappers, are 
difficult to distinguish. The fact that our client has been very pos
itive and wanting to work in a more usercentered way has most 
likely contributed to the strong participatory mindset in the client 
interactions. One reason for the distance to the user might be the 
sensitive nature of overweightness and obesity. It is a subject not 
many people feel comfortable discussing with others, and we have 
experienced there is a lot of guilt and shame surrounding it. Fur
thermore, we did not have easy access to the users. 

Reasons aside, we want to yet again go back to the issue of placing 
Service Design in the landscape of design research and practice. 
As we have been discussing, our study has taken on some parts 
of an expert mindset and some parts of a participatory mindset. 
It might be the case that Service Design is inevitably not placable 
on the map, and it might just not be relevant trying to position it. 
We would like to argue, that there is no need for, nor relevance 
in, trying to give the practice of Service Design a certain classifi

cation or categorization. As we have experienced throughout our 
study, methods, tools and mindset all depend on the project and 
its unique conditions: context, parameters, aspects, partners and 
clients, purpose, aim and users. What is more important is to be 
agile in the process and adjust to the circumstances accordingly. 

6.2 The interdependence between the outcomes
As mentioned in the study, projects like ours that focus on develop
ment through usercentered systems, are at the risk of dying the so 
called project death. Norén explained this as mainly depending on 
the limited period in which a project takes place and that it rarely 
reaches full maturation or establishment to become an ordinary 
activity (Norén, 2015). However, we think that by involving the cli
ent throughout the whole process, and by having the intangible 
outcome we are at less of a risk to end up with a project that will 
fall into oblivion and disappear when it is finished. We have seen 
how the client stakeholders have learned, connected with each 
other, and felt engaged in the study, and we think this is crucial 
for the development and use of the tangible outcome. With this 
statement we do not wish to devalue or depreciate the importance 
of the tangible outcome, but to lift that there is an interdepend
ency between the intangible and tangible outcome. The tangible 
outcome has been made through rigorous research, and has been 
redefined through substantial analysis. We have been able to come 
up with insightful design principles and results. By the tools and 
methods of Service Design we have been able to give another view 
of the users to the client.  

However, this will be worthless if it is not used or acted upon, and 
this is where the intangible qualities become of great importance. 
We therefore see that the two must work together for the contri
bution to have a value. If the outcomes were to be independent of 
each other they would fall flat.
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If we connect back to Stickdorn and Schneider’s Five Principles 
of Service Design, we can see that we have adopted to their way 
of describing Service Design as a dynamic language and a way 
of thinking (2011). We have had a user-centered mindset, includ
ed stakeholders in the process, visualised the support through a 
sequence of actions, and last but not least, considered the entire 
environment of the service. We can therefore see that we have 
covered the full spectra of Service Design in our study. 

We believe that by applying Service Design, not only as a tool or 
a method, but also as a mindset we have been able to overlap the 
two types of outcomes. We have delivered on both levels, which 
together provide a basis for understanding the user needs and an 
increased opportunity for the client to develop in a direction so 
that the user needs are met. In this way we have not only defined 
the changes that need to be done in order to meet the needs of the 
user, but also increased the possibility for these changes to take 
place. We also consider that by having applied Service Design in 
the study we have been able to keep a holistic approach. In Service 
Design it is important to get an overall view of a situation and what 
needs to be done to improve a service on a long term. The idea 
of the User Journey is to realize, not assume, user needs in every 
single step of a service, from beginning to end. We experienced the 
User Journey Map to be an effective method to organize data and 
provide a comprehensive overview. Additionally, the client com
municated that this specific visualization was of great benefit. It 
showed connections and contexts that made the client understand 
the user in a better way. 

By doing thorough Service Design work we can furthermore under
stand and point out the user’s general needs. The general needs will 
always be more or less the same even though the context around 
the individual is changing. Through our research and then the final 
creation of User Need Groups and the User Journey Map we have 
been able to bring up and articulate the general needs of the user. 

It could be argued that the needs which we have found in our study 
only fit a similar group of individuals. However by using qualitative 
methods we have not aimed at determin average behaviour in the 
population. Our result is thus not to be considered statistically sig
nificant. The analytical generalization which we have applied looks 
at the saturation of important themes and categories where suf
ficient and redundant insights cover all aspects of a phenomenon. 
IDEO, the international design and consulting firm which has been 
part of developing the design research field through their practice 
of design thinking, states that qualitative research methods can 
be powerful for analyzing and mapping the relational dynamics 
between people, places, objects, and institutions. It is said to be 
possible as the phenomena in the social world tend to be internally 
related. Through in depth examination of a set of phenomenas, the 
relationships are able to be illuminated (IDEO, 2015). 

We hope our findings about the user’s needs behavior and driving 
forces will help the client in their further work towards a more 
usercentered form of support, which can be adopted in different 
scenarios and circumstances where the perspective of the user will 
be the starting point for future development. 

6.3 Critical reflection of the study and the 
paradigm shift – the organisational aspect
We are slowly moving towards a paradigm shift within public 
healthcare. However, even if a project like ours is implemented or 
manages to reach its objectives, it is only one project within the 
whole area of public healthcare. We have observed that there is no 
lack of will to work in a usercentered way as the knowledge begins 
to spread about how to do it. The problematic is rather the lack of 
a holistic perspective. To tackle this, Sweden requires a nation
al overall commitment to usercenteredness as a natural way of 
working within public healthcare. 
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When it comes to the specific problem of overweightness and obe
sity in children, it is clear that a holistic approach is needed just 
by looking at the numbers of stakeholders and partners that are 
involved in the support. The responsibility for change does not only 
lie on the public healthcare system, but also on the society and, 
therefore, the policy makers. We hope that our project can create 
ripples in the water and not only become a drop in the sea.

Service Design is one way of working in a usercentered way, which 
works at a holistic view as well as at a detailed level with more 
specific concept designs. We do not merely see Service Design as 
something one does in a project, but rather as an overall design 
mindset that must permeate an organization. This means that the 
work cannot end. Instead Service Design is a continuous improve
ment process that demands rigorous ways to include the user and 
consider them as partners, not only caretakers. 

6.4 Relating back to the research question
The question that we wanted to answer within this master thesis 
was: How might Service Design practices enhance user-centered 
healthcare projects? We have been able to see that there are con
tributions on both a tangible and an intangible level. We have also 
concluded that these are interdependent of each other and would 
fall flat if not both are achieved.  

From our outcomes we have been able to see that the practices of 
Service Design can enhance a usercentered healthcare project 
by contributing with both an expert mindset and a participatory 
mindset. The ambiguity of the Service Design practices, of taking 
on both a participatory and expert mindset, is in itself a contribu

tion as it in our case has led to the tangible and intangible qualities 
of the outcome. By taking on the role as facilitators with a par
ticipatory mindset we have been able to involve the client in the 
process. By doing so we have been able to empower and create a 
shared ownership with the client. In the collaborative process we 
have also been able to achieve mutual learning, which has been 
needed for us to understand more about the research scope and 
for the client to understand more about usercentered theory 
and practice. With an increased knowledge about usercentered 
processes and strategies, the client will hopefully act upon the 
insights and design principles from the study and use it to guide 
their continuing work. By practicing a Service Design mindset we 
have been able to have a holistic approach, as we have mapped 
out and understood the overall situation and what is needed to be 
done in a longer perspective to improve the support. We do also 
see that using Service Design methods and tools have enhanced 
the project and the understanding of the user. The User Journey 
Map is a good example of this where the visualisation gave the 
client new perspective of the user. This relates back to the idea of 
understanding the user through the qualitative approach, by the 
relational dynamics between people, places, objects, and insti
tutions, and phenomenons in the social world. This is also to be 
considered as a practice from Service Design that might enhance 
usercentered healthcare projects. We did also observe that, by 
using trigger material we were able to get a deeper understanding 
of the user’s needs and wants. This helped us to gain insights and 
develop the User Need Groups and the User Journey Map. As such 
the DesignLed practice along with the ResearchLed practice of 
Service Design were to consider beneficial in our study.
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Conclusion
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CHAPTER 7: Conclusion

7.1 Concluding the research
We have actively explored how Service Design practices might 
enhance usercentered healthcare projects through conducting a 
practical study for improving the overall support to parents with 
overweight and obese children. Through the use of Service Design 
practices, including tools, methods and mindset we have been able 
to understand the support from a usercentered perspective. It has 
been a process with various interactions that have incorporated 
both researchled and designled qualitative research methods. 
Through deep interviews with trigger material and rigorous anal
ysis we developed main insights, a User Journey Map, user need 
groups, and five proposed movements to meet the needs of parents 
with overweight or obese children in the future. By having a par
ticipatory mindset and a collaborative relationships with the client, 
we have represented the user’s voice and thereby given the client 
the opportunity to engage with it.

From our practical study we were able to see how Service Design 
practices might enhance usercentered healthcare projects. The 
contribution lies in both a tangible outcome and an intangible out
come. These two levels are equally important in a usercentered 
healthcare project as it deals with not only issues of the service in 
relation to the user, but also to the management and organisation 
that offers the service. The organisational structures within public 

healthcare are hierarchic and often driven by a producerorient
ed value chain. In order to implement usercentered insights and 
principles, and not let projects die the so called project death, it 
is important to create autonomy for the client. Therefore we have 
sought to empower the members of the client team to take over 
and keep the project going after the project’s official ending. The 
inevitable cocreative practice of Service Design has been of great 
enhancement to the project, as it has led to the client becoming 
deeply involved in the process and in the understanding of the user.

7.2 Contribution to the  
Business and Design field
As Service Design is part of the Business and Design spectra we see 
that our research contribution also informs the educational area 
of Business and Design. We hope that through this thesis we have 
been able to generate knowledge of how one might practice Busi
ness and Design on a concrete level, which we believe is something 
that is needed to further advance the theoretical understanding 
of Business and Design. Our wishes are furthermore that with this 
particular study we will inform and inspire future usercentered 
healthcare projects. 
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Appendix



Övervikt hos barn?  
Påverka genom att 
dela med dig av  
dina erfarenheter. 

Vi jobbar just nu med ett projekt för att 
förstå hur vi kan nå fler familjer tidigare  
i arbetet att förebygga övervikt hos barn. 
För att göra detta vill vi titta på  behov av 
 bemötande, tjänster och information hos 
 familjer med barn i åldrarna 1–10 år. 

Studien genomförs av: 
Master studenter från Göteborgs 
Universi tet på  uppdrag av Regionalt 
Obesitacentrum i Västra Götaland  
i samarbete med före trädare för  
Rikscentrum Barnobesitas på  
Karolinska  Sjukhuset. 

Intresserad? Hör av dig till:
Karin Lycke
Telefon: 0730-47 16 17 
Mejl: guslykar@student.gu.se

Lydia Dahlgren
Telefon: 0727-12 44 99
Mejl: gusdahlly@student.gu.se

Vi skickar en:

Nu vill vi komma i kontakt med föräldrar 
som kan tänka sig att prata med oss om 
detta över telefon.  Samtalet tar cirka  
30 minuter. Full anonymitet. Ersättning 
utgår. Dina tankar och idéer är viktiga! 
Hoppas att vi hörs. 

1. Poster
USER INTERVIEWS, LOOP 1 - THE SELECTION



Välkomna

business & design
master

Projektets bakgrund

business & design
master

Vad är Service Design? 

SAMSKAPANDE I ITERATIONER

- Användarcentrerat 

-  Samskapande med slutanvändaren  
och uppdragsgivaren under hela processen

- Kundsäkrade lösningar

- Agerbart för uppdragsgivaren

IN
TE

RA
KTIONER

IDÉGENERER

IN
G

TRIGGERM
ATERIAL

INSIKTERKU
ND

INTER
AKTION

IDÉGENERER

IN
G

PROTOTYP

KUNDINSIKTER

ITERATION
VANLIGTVIS 
2-3 VARV

SAMSKAPANDE  
I ITERATIONER

business & design
master

Agenda  

16.00 – 16.30

16.30 – 17.15

17.15 – 17.30

17.45 – 18.30

Introduktion: Varför är vi här? 
Projektets bakgrund

Kort om: Business & Design, Transformator och Service Design
Lyckade case inom vården: Vårdguiden och Försäkringskassan

Kunskapsöverföring: En samlad bild över projektets syfte,  
mål och fokus

Leverabler

Fika

Pin-point workshop: mappa patientresa

Nästa steg

17.30 – 17.45

18.30 – 19.00

business & design
master

Vad är Business & Design? 

ETT MASTERPROGRAM 

- Designs bidrag till affärsnytta/samhällsnytta
- Integrerade team 
- Design som process 
- Nytt sätt att arbeta 
 Strategi
 Organisationskultur
 Tjänster
 Användarperspektivet
- Del av vårt masterprojekt

business & design
master

Metodik: Att börja med den stora bilden

BRED INITIAL
FÖRSTÅELSE AV
KUNDBEHOVEN

DJUPARE FÖRSTÅELSE
FÖR KUNDBEHOV OCH
TESTADE LÖSNINGAR

FÖRFINADE LÖSNINGAR
TESTADE MED KUND

KUNDSÄKRADE TJÄNSTER
OCH LÖSNINGAR

LOOP 1 LOOP 2 LOOP 3

business & design
master

Varför är vi här?

– SKAPA SAMSYN 

– NI ÄR EXPERTER

– HUR SER DET UT IDAG?

– MÅL & SYFTE – VAD SKA VI LÖSA?

– HUR GÅR VI VIDARE? 

business & design
master

Vilka är Transformator Design?

LEDANDE INOM TJÄNSTEDESIGN 

- Grundades för 17 år sedan 

- Sveriges äldsta och enda renodlade Service Design-byrå

- Erfarenhet av flera olika vårdrelaterade projekt

business & design
master

Två vårdprojekt

2. Presentation material
CLIENT INTERACTION 01, THE EXECUTION 



business & design
master

Tolktjänst i vården

UTMANING

-  Skapa en tolktjänst innehållandes somaliska 
och arabiska, tillsamman med slutanvändare

- Beteendeförändring genom kommunikation

RESULTAT

- Fler uppsöker rätt vårdnivå, sparar pengar

-  Många använder tjänsten och uppskattar 
den, kundupplevelsen är hög

business & design
master

Gemensam målbild

business & design
master

Leverabler

PIN-POINT

Workshop i uppstartsfasen 
för att överföra kunskap till 
projektgruppen samt ringa 
in frågeområden och skapa 
samsyn.

MEDLYSSNING

Medlyssning i kund-
interaktioner för att skapa 
delaktighet och förståelse. 

PROBLEM- OCH  
UTVECKLINGSOMRÅDEN
Identifiera problemområdena 
som upplevs idag. Kopplat till 
huvudinsikter, behovsgrup-
perna samt kundresan identi-
fiera och lyfta fram de vikti-
gaste utvecklingsområdena 
för att förbättra processen 
utifrån kundens perspektiv 
vid förebyggandet och 
behandling av fetma. 

business & design
master

Vårdguiden – så funkar det

UTMANING

-  Minska antalet personer som söker fel vård-
nivå, förbättra guidningen och informationen 
med fokus på webb- och telefontjänster

RESULTAT

-  Konceptförslag på sammankopplade kanaler, 
tidsbokningar både online eller via telefon

- Realtidsuppdaterad information
- Personlig sida

business & design
master

Gemensam målbild

business & design
master

Leverabler 

KONCEPT

Ge förslag på hur de identi-
fierade utvecklingsområdena 
skulle kunna lösas för att 
möta familjernas behov nu 
och i framtiden. Förslag på 
hur olika intressenter kan 
samverka för att möta 
 behoven och hur kontakt-
vägarna kan gå  mellan dessa. 

SLUTPRESENTATION 
OCH SLUTRAPPORT
Muntlig slutpresentation. 
Resultatet levereras också 
som en pdf-fil och omfattar 
hela resultatet samt en sam-
manfattning och visualisering 
av de viktigaste slutsatserna 
och rekommendationerna.

business & design
master

Kunskapsöverföring

business & design
master

Leverabler

”
ÖVERGRIPANDE  
KUNDINSIKTER
De viktigaste insikterna som 
identifierar kundens behov, 
beteende och drivkrafter vid 
förebyggande och behandling 
av fetma. Insikterna utgör 
 grunden för framtagning och 
prio riteringar av utvecklings-
områden och vidare 
rekommenda tioner. 

BEHOVSGRUPPER

De viktigaste insikterna för 
 respektive behovsgrupp som 
identifierar gruppens speci-
fika behov, beteende och 
drivkrafter i kontakt med de 
olika intressenterna. 

KUNDRESEKARTA

En visualisering av vilken 
 service familjerna behöver, 
vid vilka situationer och från 
vilka intressenter. Resan visar 
förslagsvis en familj och en 
vårdtagares behov, aktiviteter, 
beteende och förväntningar 
mellan det att barnet är mel-
lan 1–10 år. Identifierade 
”gain” och ”pain points”. 
Kartan skapar underlag för 
hur processen upplevs idag. 

business & design
master

Fika



business & design
master

Pin-point workshop

SAMMANFATTNING
Familjeperspektiv
> förstå behov

Kundresa
Argumentera för varför vi bygger upp den
Syftet med projektet: Det här glrs i syfte att: få en gemensam målbild utifrån 
kunden
– en grund/bas som alla kan bygga vidare på – med utgångspunk i kundens 
behov

– Hur bygger vi upp den
– Vilka ska vara med (prioriteringar)
– Urval av respondenter: familjer i riskzon, Drabbade familjer
Hur får vi kontakt med familjerna? Folk med erfarenhet + de mitt i 
10–12 respondenter/loop

> Vad händer idag
> Vad är bra
> Vad fattar man inte
> Var gick det fel
> Vilka stöd finns det idag
> Var saknas det stöd
> När är man öppen för kommunikation

Mappa kundresan mot aktörer (förskola, kommun, sjukvård mm)
– Vem lyssnar man på
– Vem påverkarÖvergripande syfte
– Nå medborgarna
– Minska fetman i samhället

Insikter
– Vad bör man göra
– Prioriteringar
– Huvudbehov, VAR och NÄR är plattformen relevant? Testa och triggra, 
VAD innebär den, VAD vill man ha? 
– Vidare rekommendationer
– Olika behovsgrupper, vinkla insatserna  
beroende på behovsgrupp

Väva ihop – lägga en bra grund
– Från en familj och en vårdtagares perspektiv
– 1–10 års ålder, vilka aktörer möts man av

Böja med Kick-off/workshop där alla intressenter/aktörer är med för att  
ge input (pin-point)
– Viktigt med EN projektgrupp
> Styrgrupp

> Förväntat resultat? Ett lyckat projekt är...

TJÄNSTEUTVECKLING

KU
ND

IN
SI

KT
ER

business & design
master

Tack!

business & design
master

business & design
master

Nästa steg

LOOP 1
Respondenttext
Bokningar, mitten v. 8
Samskapsträffar
Sammanfattning 

FEEDBACK



Question Guide – Loop 1 
Health professionals 
 
Purpose 

 To get a professional view on the problematization and get deeper understanding of the topic. 
 To understand the challenges and problems but also the success factors.  
 Discuss possible solutions and future scenarios that could support both the patients and caregivers.  
 Förstå vårdkedjan, vart går man beroende på graden av övervikt.  

 
To bring 
Skriva ut 1 vårdens insatsfokus 
Vitt papper och penna 
 
Qs 
Berätta lite om var du jobbar och vad din roll är där!  
Hur kommer du i kontakt med övervikt hos barn i ditt jobb? Kommer de på remiss till er?  
Hur komuniceras beslutsstöd och handlingsplan? 
Hur många skulle du säga kontaktar er kontra hur många som ni uppmärksammar när de kommer hit? 
 
Berätta om hur du bemöter denna problematiken?  
Hur börjar man interaktionen med barnet? Hur kommunicerar ni det? Upplever du att det finns svårigheter i 
att kommunicera detta (ett högt BMI)? 
Vad gör ni sedan? Vilken information, rådgivning osv ger ni? Har ni något material som ni ger ut? Vad 
baserar ni rådgivningen på? Är det efter samtal med barn och föräldrar? Hur har du fått redan på den 
informationen? Är det olika beroende på BMI nivån? 
Hur följer ni upp det överviktiga barnet?  
 
 
Rita lite: Barnets väg genom vården, beroende på situation → hur remitterar ni vidare, vilka kontakter möter 
de och hur skiftar det beroende på graden av övervikt? 
 
Bild: Vårdens insatsfokus? Vart befinner ni er? Vart vill ni vara? 
 
 
Vad tror du ligger till grund för övervikt hos barn, baserat på din erfarenhet? 
Vad tror du är de viktigaste faktorerna för att vända detta? 
 
Om du skulle kunna få stöd i ditt jobb  vad skulle det kunna vara för stöd och från vem/kanal/hur? 
Om du skulle kunna ha verktyg för att hjälpa föräldrarna  vad hade det varit för verktyg? 
Nätverksmöten  hur tror du det hade kunnat fungera? Hade du kunnat tänka dig initiera eller skall det vara 
någon annan? 
 
När känner du att du har gjort ett riktigt bra jobb? 
När känner du dig hjälplös? 
1177  hur hade det funkat? Hade du använt det för hänvisning? 
Digitalplattform  där man kan göra olika saker för att stödja barnet, hur hade det varit och tagits emot?  

3. Semi-structured question guide, actor interviews
ACTOR INTERACTIONS, THE PREPERATIONS



Question Guide – Loop 1 
Patients 
 
Fokusområden 

● The process so far and the current state – experiences?  
● What is expected from the health care/society – support/help, treatment?  
● Attitude towards support and help – by who, what, when and how?  
● Context – what is the child’s situation like? 
● What is causing the problem – problem picture mapping? 
● The child’s network – what does it look like? 
● Motivation and success factors 

 
Syfte 

● Djupare förståelse för patientens resa bl a på ett känsloplan för att få bättre insikt i dagens 
painpoints och gainpoints 

● Betydelsen av barnets kontext och nätverk 
● Förstå framgångs och motivationsfaktorer 
● Förstå orsaken till problematiken 
● Redan nu trigga ett lösningsförslag  
● Djupa i behov och börja få en grund till olika typer av behovsgrupper 

 
 
Inledning 
Den här studien är del av vårt examensarbete där vi driver ett projekt ihop med Sahlgrenska sjukhuset och 
Karolinska institutet för att undersöka hur man kan nå fler familjer tidigare när det kommer till övervikt hos 
barn. Vi är intresserade av patientperspektivet – hur upplever föräldrar och barn, och i viss mån även 
vårdpersonal, att det fungerar idag och vad finns det för behov av tjänster och information. Man kan säga att 
studien är en kartläggning av patientbehoven inför utformningen av framtida lösningar, som man vill designa 
ihop med användaren.  
 
 Den här studien är helt anonym så era namn kommer inte att finnas med någonstanns. Det finns inga rätt 
eller fel här, utan vi är intresserade av era erfarenheter helt utifrån ert perspektiv. Samtalet kommer att ta 
cirka 40 minuter, går det bra? Har ni några andra frågor så här långt?  
 
Går det bra att spela in?  
(Är det ok att ta en bild?) 
 
 
Berätta kort om er situation idag.  

Hur upplever ni situationen?  
Hur påverkar situation ert liv i stort?  

  
Hur började allt? Vad har hänt sedan dess? Placera ut på patientresa?  
Vilken typ av kontakt har ni haft med vården? Med vilka? När? Varför? Hur? Placera ut på patientresa?  

 

Hur har du upplevt kontakten (bemötandet)? Välja olika ansikten (foton eller ikoner) från väldigt 
ledsen till väldigt glad? Varför var det bra/dåligt? Om dåligt – hur hade du velat att det hade varit? 
Varför?  
 
Har ni fått någon rådgivning? Vad? Hur upplevde du den? Välja olika ansikten (foton eller ikoner) 
från väldigt ledsen till väldigt glad? Varför var den bra/dåligt? Varför bra? Om dåligt – vad hade du 
velat ha? Varför?  
 
Hur ser kontakten ut nu? 

Vad tycker ni fungerar bra/fungerar mindre bra?  
Hur väl stämmer din upplevelse med vad du förväntade dig? Någonting du gärna velat ha 
mer/mindre av?  
Vad har varit bra/dåligt?  
Om det kunde vara på något annat sätt – hur hade du velat ha det då?  
 
I kontakt med vården – var ligger fokus. Markera på en skala mellan punktera: orsak/symptom  
Om ni fick bestämma, var skulle fokus ligga? Varför? På vilket sätt? Hur?  

 
Har ni haft andra typer av kontakter relaterat till detta (föräldrar i samma situation, organisationer, föreningar, 
digitala kontakter som t.ex. Familjeliv)? Placera ut på patientresa?  

Vilka? Hur ser de ut? Vad har de inneburit för er? 
Vad har varit bra/dåligt?  
 

Hur ser nätverket runt er ut i övrigt? Vad finns för stöd/hjälp? Från vem? Skriva på lapper och placera runt 
barnet/familjen. Be föräldern (och barnet om det vill/har möjlighet att delta) att placera dessa 
personer/myndigheter/instanser/organisationer/föreningar i de olika ringarna kring barnet: nära, längre bort, 
pereferin.  
 
Finns det tillfällen där ni känner att situation är lättare? När? Varför?  
När känner ni att ni mår riktigt bra? I vilken situation? Varför?  

Hur skulle dessa tillfällen kunna bli fler/komma oftare? Vad skulle ni behöva/vilja ha då?  
 
Finns det tillfällen där ni känner att situationen är svårare? När? Varför?  
När känner ni att ni mår sämre? I vilken situation? Varför?  

Hur skulle dessa tillfällen kunna bli förre/komma mer sällan? Vad skulle ni behöva/vilja ha då?  
 
Om det hade funnits andra kontaktytor eller övrigt stöd/hjälp – vad skulle det vara då? Vad skulle deras 
funktion vara? Vad skulle det här innebära för er? Bilder på t ex. möten, app, dator, mentor, kalender med 
inbokade möten med vården, blanka lappar där de själva kan skriva eller rita, matlagningsträffar, aktiviteter 
etc.  
 
Om du hade fått det här individuella modulkitet, hur hade det varit? Vem hade du fått det ifrån? När? På 
vilket sätt?  
 
 
TRIGGERS 
Är det här ett problem? Markera på en skala 
Hur stort problem upplever du att andra i er närhet tycker att det är? Markera 

4. Semi-structured question guide, user interviews
USER INTERACTIONS 01, THE PREPERATIONS



Hur stort problem upplever du att vården tycker att det är? Markera 
 
Varför tror du att det är så här? 
 
Upplever ni själva att det här är ett problem? Vad tror ni i så fall ligger bakom problematiken?  

> Bygga sin egna problembild från ord som (eller bilder?): genetik, bakomliggande sjukdom, 
stillasittande (stol), mat, etc.  
 
> Drömlbild: Så om den här problembilden skulle försvinna. Om vi kunde riva sönder den: vad har 
hänt då? Om du fick drömma – hur skulle det se ut i en perfekt värld?  
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PROJEKTETS ÖVERGRIPANDE MÅL

• Det övergripande och långsiktiga målet för 
projektet är att minska fetman i samhället.

• Utveckla material som stöttar i förståelsen 
för hur man kan nå fler familjer tidigare i 
 förebyggandet av fetma.

• Lägga en bra grund för moderna och 
 håll bara framtida lösningar –baserade  
på  kundens behov.
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VARFÖR ÄR VI HÄR IDAG

• Förmedla det vi har förstått genom 
de interaktioner vi har haft. 

• Få era tankar och idéer kring  insikter 
och möjliga lösningar.

• Kalibrera fokus inför nästa steg.

ARBETSM
ATERIALAGENDA

16.00 – 18.00

> VAD HAR VI GJORT?

> VAD HAR VI FÖRSTÅTT?

>  DISKUSSION,  
MÖJLIGA LÖSNINGAR

> NÄSTA STEG

PROCESS

ARBETSM
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DET FINNS MÅNGA ELDSJÄLAR, MÅNGA 
LYCKADE PROJEKT OCH MASSVIS MED IDÉER

• “Dietisten har lyckats engagera min  dotter. 
Nu räknar vi poäng och ser det som en 
 tävling”

• “Köttbullar får man ta sex av!”

• Visuella, tydliga hjälpmedel där  barnen 
 också kan vara involverade uppskattas 
och kan leda till beteende förändring. 

• Motiverande samtal med dietist är mycket 
uppskattade.

• “Skolan som min dotter går på har varit 
väldgt engagerad och stöttande. De erbjuder 
till exempel extra idrott och innan vi börja
de så träffades klasslärare, fritidspedagog, 
skolsköterska och jag i grupp för att prata om 
min dotters problematik.“

• ”När vi kom till obecitas så blev det så bra, 
vi blev omhändertagna och sedda. Det finns 
alltid någon som stöttar.”

ARBETSM
ATERIAL

5. Presentation material
CLIENT INTERACTION 03, THE PREPERATIONS



SAMMANFATTNING AV ALLA INSIKTER

• Hur man får besked är  avgörande  
för brukarens  fortsatta resa

• Rådgivningen är godtycklig

• Rådgivningen och materialet är generellt

• Stödet är avhumaniserat

• Föräldrar vet ofta vad men inte hur

• Stödet baseras på vad som finns 
 tillgängligt, inte på vad man behöver

• Tillgången till stöd ser olika ut beroende 
på var man bor

• Informationen vid övervikt och fetma  
är splittrad

• Som överviktig hamnar man lätt  
mellan stolar

• Stort ansvar läggs på föräldrarna

• Stödet vid övervikt är splittrat

Medvetande Förståelse

Bemötande Utförande
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RÅDGIVNINGEN OCH MATERIALET ÄR GENERELLT

”Allt det där med mat det vet man ju redan, 
det är mer än en matproblematik.”

• ”Jag vet ju vad vi ska äta”
• Rådgivning och material fokuseras oftast på mat.  
• Många upplever att rådgivningen och materialet är 

generellt och inte  anpassat efter deras situation och 
 förutsättningar. 

• Många saknar hänvisningar till vidare info i material 
så de kan  fördjupa sig. 

• Mycket av det material som finns är text baserat och 
på svenska. 

• Många föräldrar upplever att de vet vad man ska äta, 
men har svårare att förstå och förklara för sitt barn 
varför en övervikt kan vara ohälsosam. 

• Får man inte konsekvenserna av övervikt förklarade 
för sig är det svårt att hitta motivation. 

• Upplever man ingen koppling till sig själv, slår man 
ifrån sig råden och de blir  verkningslösa.

• Få råd utifrån individuell situation oberoende 
av vad problematiken grundar sig i. 

• En förståelse för orsak istället för fokus på 
symptomen. 

• En förståelse för situationen i sin helhet. 

• Råd och material som stöttar föräldrar 
och barn i ett varför och konsekvensen av 
 övervikt. 
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STORT ANSVAR LÄGGS PÅ FÖRÄLDRARNA

”Ibland vill jag bara ge upp så vi kan få en 
operation när hon fyller 18.”

• ”Ibland önskar jag att hon hade haft ADHD.”
• ”Du måste veta vad du ska fråga, det räcker inte med 

att säga ”hjälp jag har ett problem”. 
• ”Klart jag har ett stort ansvar som förälder men det 

blir övermäktigt.”
• ”Jag efterfrågade kanske inte tillräckligt mycket.”
• Föräldrar upplever att det är ett ofördelat ansvar som 

ligger på dem i förhållande till barnets vardag. För 
många blir det övermäktigt vilket leder till hopplöshet 
och uppgivenhet.  

• Det stöd som ges idag involverar ofta inte barnen, 
utan det blir föräldrarnas uppgift att förstå, utföra 
och förklara för barnet kring vad, hur och varför. 

• Föräldrarna blir ofta en sambandscentral mellan de 
olika aktörerna kring barnet. Det blir ytteligare en 
börda som läggs på deras axlar. 

• När den offentliga vården inte har resurser känner 
man sig utelämnad till kostsamma privata alternativ. 

• Större involvering, samordning och stöd  
av de aktörer som finns i barnets vardag. 

• Få tillgång till föräldrastöd bortom 
 rådgivning. 

• Känna kontroll över situationen.

• Erbjudas stöd som involverar barnen.

ARBETSMATERIAL

HUR MAN FÅR BESKED ÄR AVGÖRANDE FÖR 
BRUKARENS FORTSATTA RESA

”Min dotter kom hem med en lapp som hon fått 
från skolsyster. Där stod det att hon hade fetma.”

• ”Hon hade inte ens kollat på kurvan.”

• ”Blir man attakerad blir man ju tvärtom.”

• Upplevt felbemötande skapar ett motstånd 
som är tidskrävande att arbeta bort. 

• ”Skolsyster skickade hem ett brev med 
 besked om övervikt, ringde inte ens. Nu 
 känner jag inget förtroende”. 

• ”Det här fungerar inte, vad gör jag nu?”

• Förstå varför man lyfter problematiken.

• Förstå vad problematiken innebär.

• Förstå vad som kommer hända härnäst.

• Att bli förstådd istället för anklagad.

• Se problematiken visuellt utifrån beprövade 
 mätverktyg.

ARBETSM
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STÖDET ÄR AVHUMANISERAT

”Jag vill ju bara ha någon som kan lyssna. 
Någon som bryr sig.”

• ”Nu känner man sig väldigt ensam i detta”. 
• ”Jag vill inte ha med min dotter, det är ju jag som 

 behöver stöd i min roll.”
• ”Tänk om man kunde träffas i grupp och inte bara 

prata vikt, utan om livsstilsfrågor i stort”.
• ”En föräldragrupp skulle ta bort skammen, jag tror 

det skulle göra mig mer motiverad.”
• Många upplever att de inte får stöd i sin  föräldra roll 

för att  kunna vända situa tionen.  
De saknar  ett helhetsperspektiv.

• ”Det är ju självklart att jag vet vad man ska göra,  
men att göra det är en annan sak.”

• ”Jag saknar pepp och påminnelser. Vet inte om jag ens 
kan ringa min dietist.”

• Upplever inte att det finns någon som   verkligen 
 engagerar sig till fullo. 

• Många upplever skam och mår själva dåligt på  
grund av  sina barns problematik.

• En individanpassad, personlig  kontakt som 
finns tillgänglig utifrån det  rådande behovet. 

• Ett forum med personer i samma situation. 

• Återkoppling, påminnelser och pepp.

• En möjlighet att känna sig duktig och duglig  
–en kontakt där det fokuseras på det positiva, 
där skammen inte tar överhand.

• Någon att ringa

ARBETSM
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STÖDET VID ÖVERVIKT ÄR SPLITTRAT

”Det finns mer organiserat till hundar.”

• När det sammanhållna stödet brister öppnas det 
upp för oseriösa aktörer som man som förälder 
vänder sig till i desperation. 

• ”Övervikt är aldrig kortsiktigt.”

• I dagsläget upplevs det inte finnas långsiktigt 
stöd, det mesta som finns är punktinsatser.

• Samarbetet mellan aktörerna kring barnet är litet 
eller obefintligt. Fler olika kontakter skapar oro och 
fokus läggs på systemet istället för behandling. 

• Förskolan har en betydelsefull roll, men det 
saknas ansvarsbild. Varken i läroplanen eller i 
förskole utbildningen tas ämnet hälsa upp. 

• ”Skolan har ju åtgärdsprogram, varför finns inte 
det för övervikt?”

• ”Det är svårt att få hjälp. Trösklarna är många 
och och höga, det blev bara en massa remisser 
som skickades hit och dit.”

• Fler och mer organiserade  aktiviteter, inte 
bara sport eller eletistiska satsningar.

• Tillgång till en instans, eller en kontak person 
som stöttar hela vägen, så länge som det 
finns ett behov. 

• Allt stöd på ett ställe.

• Samhället tar ett större ansvar i stort, inte 
bara vården. 

• Ökat stöd från aktörer utöver vården.

ARBETSMATERIAL

RÅDGIVNINGEN ÄR GODTYCKLIG 

”Hur hjälper det mig och min son att få 
höra om hur hennes man gick ner i vikt?”

• En upplevd godtycklig rådgivning är ofta 
 effektlös. 

• ”Jag gick ner i vikt på pulver och då sa skol
sköterskan att jag vet ju hur man ska göra, 
men att ge pulver till ett barn?”

• Idag är rådgivningen många gånger  
avhängt på vem som är avsändare. 

• Att veta att den som ger råd gör det utifrån 
evidensbaserad kunskap och inte personliga 
erfarenheter.

• Att bli bemött utifrån sin situation, på sin 
nivå. 

ARBETSM
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SOM ÖVERVIKTIG HAMNAR MAN LÄTT MELLAN STOLAR

”Jag kan ju inte ringa till vårdcentralen  
direkt, hon är ju inte sjuk av sin övervikt.”

• ”Känner mig desperat, det blir svårare ju äldre 
hon blir.”

• Föräldrar upplever att övervikt inte tas på allvar, 
det är först om man får fetma eller har annan 
problematik som stöd ges. 

• Om den person man förväntas få stöd av inte 
fungerar upplever föräldrarna att de står helt 
ensamma. 

• ”Vem ska vi kontakta? Det finns ingen självklar 
 instans.”

• Föräldrar till överviktiga barn upplever att de inte 
vart de ska vända sig för att få hjälp vilket tar 
mycket energi och kraft som ofta inte finns. 

• ”Hjälp kommer först när det är  riktigt illa.”

• Förstå vart man kan vända sig för att få hjälp 
och stöd. 

• Veta att annat stöd finns om den  nuvarande 
kontakten inte fungerar.

• Få stöd här och nu, innan det har gått för 
långt. 
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FÖRÄLDRAR VET OFTA VAD MEN INTE HUR

”Jag känner att jag går på äggskal.”

• ”Man vet ju hur man ska äta och motionera, 
men inte alltid hur man ska prata med sitt 
barn.”

• ”Jag vill inte att mitt barn ska känna sig 
onormalt.”

• Föräldrar upplever en stor utmaning i hur 
de ska prata med sitt barn om proble ma
tiken. De är rädda för att stjälpa mer än att 
hjälpa. 

• Många upplever att det finns information, 
men att de saknar verktyg. 

• Övergripande oro att matprat ska leda till 
ätstörningar.

• Stöd i hur man ska bemöta och prata med sitt 
barn utan att skuldbelägga. 

• Något konkret att hålla sig fast vid, en  
handlingsplan, ett ramverk. 

ARBETSMATERIAL



STÖDET BASERAS PÅ VAD SOM FINNS  TILLGÄNGLIGT, 
INTE PÅ VAD MAN BEHÖVER

”Fick träffa en dietist, det var det som fanns, 
men den kunskapen har jag egentligen.”

• ”Det är vi som har behovet, så det vore bra om vi blev 
tillfrågade.”

• Ett stöd som inte är anpassat efter familjens behov 
blir ofta  effektlöst och den verkliga problematiken 
kvarstår. Det blir att kasta pengar i sjön. 

• När man väl erbjuds stöd, på t ex barnmedecin, har 
man höga förväntningar. Men stödet motsvarar sällan 
förväntningarna. Föräldrarna tror att de ska få ett 
annat stöd än vad som erbjuds. 

• ”En övervikt är en helhet, det är inte bara mat.”
• Föräldrarna upplever att den fysiska behandlingen 

hamnar i fokus och att den psykiska lämnas utanför 
men att de hänger ihop och att det psykiska ofta är 
det man faktisk behöver hjälp med. 

• Stöd utifrån sitt individuella behov, både vad 
gäller vad, när och hur.

• Delaktighet i beslut och upplägg.
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INSATSER PÅ OLIKA NIVÅER

ARBETSM
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Individ

Vård

Samhälle

1. FORTSÄTTA BRETT
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• Fler insikter

• Utveckla aktörskartan med behov, tankar, insikter och principer

• Fördjupa förståelsen för problemområdena

• Förslag på möjlig koncept baserat på brukarens behov

=

KOMMUNIKATIONSMATERIAL ÖVER NULÄGE 

TILLGÅNGEN TILL STÖD SER OLIKA UT BEROENDE 
PÅ VAR MAN BOR

”Bor man på landet finns det ingenting.”

• ”Simgrupp toppen, men den lades ner.”

• ”Jag kan tänka mig att resa, ganska långt, 
om det fanns någon att prata med längre 
bort.”

• Var man bor i Sverige spelar in när det 
kommer till det stöd man kan få vid 
 övervikt och fetma. 

• Stöd utifrån behov oberoende av vilken ort 
man bor på. 
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ETT UTIFRÅN-IN-PERSPEKTIV

Den producentorienterade värdekedjan

Den konsumentorienterade värdekedjan

BEHOV

KOMPETENSER

Förmedling av  
erbjudanden: försäljning 
och distrubution

Produktion av 
Produkter och  
tjänster

Produktion av 
Produkter och  
tjänster

Produkt och  
tjänsteutveckling

Produkt och  
tjänsteutveckling

Kompetenser

Olika former för 
förmedling av  
erbjudanden till  
brukare

Brukarens behov
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2. DJUPA I ETT, MÖJLIGTVIS TVÅ, OMRÅDEN
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• Förstå ett visst område djupare

• Ett konkretare koncept som baseras på brukarens behov

• Underlag till fortsatt arbete att genomföra konceptet

=

ETT FRAMTIDA KONCEPTFÖRSLAG 

INFORMATIONEN VID ÖVERVIKT OCH FETMA ÄR SPLITTRAD

”Googla, det funkar inte. Då tror man 
bara att man ska dö.”

• ”Informationen är spretig och svårhittad, 
vad kan jag lita på?”

• ”Önskar inspiration från andra föräldrar, 
typ ”så här gjorde vi.”

• All information samlad på ett ställe. Med 
 seriös avsändare. 

• En självklar sida att gå in på när det gäller 
övervikt och fetma, liknande 1177. 

ARBETSM
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Nästa steg



Question Guide – Loop 2 
Patients 
 
Fokusområden 

● The process so far and the current state 
● Experiences in the various phases (challenges/good moments) 
● Expectations in the various phases (support/help, treatment) 
● Needs in the various phases (responsibility; family, health care, society) 
● Actors involved in the various phases – experiences (challenges/good moments)  
● Possible Solutions/Concepts/What if… in the various phases 

 
Syfte 

● Djupare förståelse för patientens resa bl a på ett känsloplan för att få bättre insikt i dagens 
painpoints och gainpoints 

● Trigga lösningsförslag  
● Djupa i behov  

 
 
Inledning 
Den här studien är del av vårt examensarbete där vi driver ett projekt ihop med Sahlgrenska sjukhuset och 
Karolinska institutet för att undersöka hur man kan nå fler familjer tidigare när det kommer till övervikt hos 
barn. Vi är intresserade av patientperspektivet – hur upplever föräldrar och barn, och i viss mån även 
vårdpersonal, att det fungerar idag och vad finns det för behov av tjänster och information. Man kan säga att 
studien är en kartläggning av patientbehoven inför utformningen av framtida lösningar, som man vill designa 
ihop med användaren.  
 
 Den här studien är helt anonym så era namn kommer inte att finnas med någonstanns. Det finns inga rätt 
eller fel här, utan vi är intresserade av era erfarenheter helt utifrån ert perspektiv. Samtalet kommer att ta 
cirka 40 minuter, går det bra? Har ni några andra frågor så här långt?  
 
Går det bra att spela in?  
(Är det ok att ta en bild?) 
 
 
Berätta kort om er situation idag.  

Hur upplever ni situationen?  
Hur påverkar situation ert liv i stort?  

  
Hur började allt? Vad har hänt sedan dess? Placera ut på patientresa?  
Vilken typ av kontakt har ni haft med vården? Med vilka? När? Varför? Hur? Placera ut på patientresa?  

 
Hur har du upplevt kontakten (bemötandet)? Välja olika ansikten (foton eller ikoner) från väldigt 
ledsen till väldigt glad? Varför var det bra/dåligt? Om dåligt – hur hade du velat att det hade varit? 
Varför?  
 

Har ni fått någon rådgivning? Vad? Hur upplevde du den? Välja olika ansikten (foton eller ikoner) 
från väldigt ledsen till väldigt glad? Varför var den bra/dåligt? Varför bra? Om dåligt – vad hade du 
velat ha? Varför?  
 
Hur ser kontakten ut nu? 

Vad tycker ni fungerar bra/fungerar mindre bra?  
Hur väl stämmer din upplevelse med vad du förväntade dig? Någonting du gärna velat ha 
mer/mindre av?  
Vad har varit bra/dåligt?  
Om det kunde vara på något annat sätt – hur hade du velat ha det då?  
 
I kontakt med vården – var ligger fokus. Markera på en skala mellan punktera: orsak/symptom  
Om ni fick bestämma, var skulle fokus ligga? Varför? På vilket sätt? Hur?  

 
Har ni haft andra typer av kontakter relaterat till detta (föräldrar i samma situation, organisationer, föreningar, 
digitala kontakter som t.ex. Familjeliv)? Placera ut på patientresa?  

Vilka? Hur ser de ut? Vad har de inneburit för er? 
Vad har varit bra/dåligt?  
 

Hur ser nätverket runt er ut i övrigt? Vad finns för stöd/hjälp? Från vem? Skriva på lapper och placera runt 
barnet/familjen. Be föräldern (och barnet om det vill/har möjlighet att delta) att placera dessa 
personer/myndigheter/instanser/organisationer/föreningar i de olika ringarna kring barnet: nära, längre bort, 
pereferin.  
 
Finns det tillfällen där ni känner att situation är lättare? När? Varför?  
När känner ni att ni mår riktigt bra? I vilken situation? Varför?  

Hur skulle dessa tillfällen kunna bli fler/komma oftare? Vad skulle ni behöva/vilja ha då?  
 
Finns det tillfällen där ni känner att situationen är svårare? När? Varför?  
När känner ni att ni mår sämre? I vilken situation? Varför?  

Hur skulle dessa tillfällen kunna bli förre/komma mer sällan? Vad skulle ni behöva/vilja ha då?  
 
Om det hade funnits andra kontaktytor eller övrigt stöd/hjälp – vad skulle det vara då? Vad skulle deras 
funktion vara? Vad skulle det här innebära för er? Bilder på t ex. möten, app, dator, mentor, kalender med 
inbokade möten med vården, blanka lappar där de själva kan skriva eller rita, matlagningsträffar, aktiviteter 
etc.  
 
Om du hade fått det här individuella modulkitet, hur hade det varit? Vem hade du fått det ifrån? När? På 
vilket sätt?  
 
 
TRIGGERS 
Är det här ett problem? Markera på en skala 
Hur stort problem upplever du att andra i er närhet tycker att det är? Markera 
Hur stort problem upplever du att vården tycker att det är? Markera 
 
Varför tror du att det är så här? 
 

6. Semi-structured question guide, user interviews
USER INTERACTIONS 02, THE PREPERATIONS 



Upplever ni själva att det här är ett problem? Vad tror ni i så fall ligger bakom problematiken?  
> Bygga sin egna problembild från ord som (eller bilder?): genetik, bakomliggande sjukdom, 
stillasittande (stol), mat, etc.  
 
> Drömlbild: Så om den här problembilden skulle försvinna. Om vi kunde riva sönder den: vad har 
hänt då? Om du fick drömma – hur skulle det se ut i en perfekt värld?  

 
 
 



Nationell samverkan  
för barnfetma i Sverige

– brukarperspektivet 
EN KVALITATIV AKTIONSSTUDIE

PROJEKTETS OMFATTNING
– STÖDET VID ÖVERVIKT OCH FETMA SETT UR FAMILJENS PERSPEKTIV 

• Berätta om syftet 

• Kartläggning av kundresan

• Samsyn

• Huvudinsikter kring stödet

• Generella principer/målbild

• Lösningsförslag

• Föräldrar till barn 1–10 år

• Från lätt övervikt till fetma

• Intervjuer med vårdaktörer kring barnet

• Övervägande intervjuer med föräldrar på 
telefon. 

• Flesta intervjuer med vårdaktörerna ansikte 
mot ansikte. 

• Den geografiska spridningen för intervjuerna  
är spridd över landet, med flest interaktioner 
i mellan- och södra Sverige. 

ARBETSM
ATERIAL

Syfte och leverablar Avgränsningar

Vem har ansvaret  
vid övervikt och fetma  

hos barn? 
EN BILD AV ANSVARSFÖRDELNINGEN MELLAN  

SAMHÄLLET, VÅRDEN OCH FAMILJEN SETT  
FRÅN BRUKARPERSPEKTIVET

ARBETSM
ATERIALOM PROJEKTET

Efterfrågan finns på ett nationellt vård program 
för behandling av barnfetma. Stor kunskap 
finns bland annat i Stockholm och Göteborg 
men fetmaproblematik hanteras i många 
landsting runt om i landet. 

Uppdraget innebär en analys av drabbade 
 fam iljers behov av tjänster och information. 

Inför fortsatta satsningar läggs en grund 
 genom kvalitativ analys av kundbehoven och 
tillsammans med familjerna samskapas för-
slag på lösningar som kan  tillgodose behoven. 

Bakgrund

VI VILL JOBBA 
KUNDDRIVET! 

INTERAKTIONER

2112

ARBETSM
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ANSVARET VID ÖVERVIKT OCH FETMA  
FRÅN FAMILJENS PERSPEKTIV

• Övervikts- och fetmaproblematik är del 
av en helhet. Ansvaret för att barn ska 
få  möjlighet till en så hälsosam livsstil 
som möjligt delas mellan familjen, vår-
den och samhället. 

• Hur mycket stöd en familj behöver  beror   
på dennes egna förutsättningar, förmå-
ga, individuella situation och problema-
tikens omfattning. 

ARBETSM
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• För att familjen ska få de bästa förut-
sättningar att hantera problematiken är 
det  viktigt att respektive ansvar uppfylls 
från aktörerna runt dem. 

• Med en solid grund får vi starkare och 
mer självgående familjer med förmågan 
att själva ta ansvar.  

PROJEKTETS ÖVERGRIPANDE MÅL

• Det övergripande och långsiktiga målet för 
projektet är att minska fetman i samhället.

• Utveckla material som stöttar i förståelsen 
för hur man kan nå fler familjer tidigare i 
 förebyggandet av fetma.

• Lägga en bra grund för framtida arbete  
– baserat på  kundens behov.

BRUKAREN

ARBETSM
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ETT UTIFRÅN-IN-PERSPEKTIV

Den producentorienterade värdekedjan

Den konsumentorienterade värdekedjan

BEHOV

KOMPETENSER

Förmedling av  
erbjudanden: försäljning 
och distrubution

Produktion av 
Produkter och  
tjänster

Produktion av 
Produkter och  
tjänster

Produkt- och  
tjänsteutveckling

Produkt- och  
tjänsteutveckling

Kompetenser

Olika former för 
förmedling av  
erbjudanden till  
brukare

Brukarens behov

ARBETSM
ATERIAL

Brukarnas perspektiv är central för  utvecklingen av 
vårdtjänster – i detta fall stödet vid övervikt och fetma 
sett ur föräldrarnas perspektiv. 

FAMILJ

ANSVARET VID ÖVERVIKT OCH FETMA  
FRÅN FAMILJENS PERSPEKTIV

ARBETSM
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• Det slutliga och  
yttersta ansvaret

• Genomförandet av 
handling

• Hur man rör sig, äter 
och vad man handlar 
för mat.

• Söka upp information 
och kunskap

• Utbildning och infor
mation, bättre mat och 
mer skolidrott.  

• Ge barnen goda vanor 
kring mat.

• Tillhandahålla, lyfta 
fram och tydligt visa 
tillgängliga aktiviteter 
i närområdet. 

• Samhället har ett 
 ansvar att hjälpa de 
som inte kan hjälpa sig 
själva.• Tillhandahålla information, 

göra den tillgänglig och 
 lättorienterad

• Uppmärksamma, diagnos
tisera, planera, stötta och 
följa upp barn med övervikt 
och fetma

• Uppmuntra till mer rörelse 
–exempelvis fysisk aktivitet 
på recept

VÅRD

SAMHÄLLE

7. Presentation material
CLIENT INTERACTION 04, THE PREPERATIONS



Vad är familjens  
upplevelsen av stödet vid  

övervikt och fetma 
GENERELLA INSIKTER

HELHETSPERSPEKTIVET TAPPAS BORT

ARBETSM
ATERIAL

”De sa bara att han var överviktig, men 
ingenting om varför det var ett problem.”

Vilsenhet efter bekräftad övervikt 
• Många upplever att när beskedet har lämnats har 

 vården gjort sitt. De har fått en insikt utan att veta 
hur de ska hantera den. Man vet att man har en lång 
resa framför sig men vet inte hur man ska gå vidare. 

• I dagsläget upplevs det inte finnas långsiktigt stöd, 
det mesta som finns är punktinsatser. Man saknar 
både verktyg och handlingsplan. 

Övervikt är mer än mat 
• De råd och det material som ges är ofta generellt 

vilket försvårar arbetet att tackla problematiken 
 utifrån den individuella situationen.  Missriktad 
 information slår man ofta ifrån sig. 

• Rådgivning och material fokuseras ofta på mat,    
men många upplever att problematik ofta har flera 
orsaker. Man saknar ett helhetsgrepp.

• Möjlighet att förstå hela problem- och  
orsaks bilden.

• Vill veta vad som händer här näst, vad planen  
är framåt. 

• Ökat stöd från aktörer utöver vården. Att  
 sam hället tar ett större ansvar i stort.

• Någon som ser till ens hela situation.

ARBETSM
ATERIALINFORMATIONEN VID ÖVERVIKT OCH FETMA ÄR SPLITTRAD

Svårhittad information
• Informationen upplevs som spretig och svårhittad. 

Vet inte vad som går att lita på 
• De finns många oseriösa aktörer och icke 

 evidensbaserad information som cirkulerar på 
nätet. Föräldrar upplever att de har svårt att 
 orientera sig i detta informationshav, vilken 
 information som är pålitlig eller inte. 

• All information samlad på ett ställe med en seriös 
avsändare.

• Uppdaterad och evidensbaserad information från 
experter och specialister. 

• En självklar sida att gå in på när de gäller övervikt 
och fetma. 

”Googla, det funkar inte. Då tror man 
bara att man ska dö.”

GENERELLA INSIKTER

Ur interaktionerna har det utkristalli-
serats ett antal övergripande insikter, 
 utifrån både vårdgivar- och brukar-
perspektivet, om  inställning, utmaningar, 
behov och tankar kring stödet vid övervikt 
och fetma. 

ARBETSM
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Insikterna har summerats i ett antal rubri-
ker som är grundstenar till förändring och 
som ligger till grund för de rekommenda-
tioner som föreslås. 

På följande sidor presenteras insikterna 
 utifrån föräldrarnas perspektiv. 

Stödet baseras 
på vad som finns  

tillgängligt

Informationen 
vid övervikt  
och fetma  

är splittrad

Helhets
perspektivet  
tappas bort

Övervikt  
tas inte på fullt 

allvar

Bristande  
samverkan  

mellan  
aktörerna 

ARBETSM
ATERIALÖVERVIKT TAS INTE PÅ FULLT ALLVAR

Hjälp kommer först när det är riktigt illa 
• Begynnande fetma och övervikt ses inte som 

 särskilt alvarligt och föräldrar upplever många 
gånger att problemet slätas över. 

• Trösklarna är höga för att få hjälp. Det är först när 
man nått grav fetma som resurserna kommer. 

• Saknas självklar instans för överviktiga barn. ”Jag 
kan ju inte ringa vårdcentralen, hon är ju inte sjuk 
av sin övervikt.”

Stort ansvar läggs på föräldrarna 
• Många föräldrar upplever att de måste man vara 

väldigt drivande själva och veta vad de ska fråga 
efter. Det räcker inte med att säga att man har 
ett problem för att få hjälp. När man inte vad man 
 behöver uppstår en svår situation.  

• Att tas på allvar i sin oro, oavsett grad av övervikt. 
• Få tillgång till stöd och resurser, utifrån behov, 

direkt när problematiken lyfts fram. 

”Ibland vill jag bara ge upp så vi kan få en 
operation när hon fyller 18.”

ARBETSM
ATERIALBRISTANDE SAMVERKAN MELLAN AKTÖRER 

Inga självklara upparbetade kanaler
• Kontakten mellan aktörer runt barnet är näst 

 intill obefintlig. Den bristande samverkan mellan 
 aktörer upplevs vara ett stort hinder i arbetet  
med barnets vikt. 

• Ofta blir föräldern sambandscentral mellan de 
 olika aktörerna kring barnet. Det blir på så sätt 
 ytterligare en börda som läggs på deras axlar. 
Känslan av övermäktighet riskerar att leda till 
hopplöshet och uppgivenhet.

Ofördelat ansvar  
• Den stora ansvarsroll som förälder till ett barn 

med övervikt eller fetma har kan för många   
kännas övermäktigt. Det upplevs att det finns en 
oklar ansvarsbild mellan de olika aktörerna runt 
barnet.

• Större involvering, samordning och stöd av de 
aktörer som finns i barnets vardag. 

• Tydlig ansvarsbild mellan olika aktörer. 
• Få föräldrastöd bortom rådgivning. 

”Han är ju i skolan och på fritids tio timmar 
om  dagen, där har jag ingen koll.”

DET FINNS MÅNGA ELDSJÄLAR, MÅNGA LYCKADE 
PROJEKT OCH MASSVIS MED IDÉER

• “Dietisten har lyckats engagera min  dotter. 
Nu räknar vi poäng och ser det som en 
 tävling”

• “Köttbullar får man ta sex av!”

• Visuella, tydliga hjälpmedel där  barnen 
 också kan vara involverade uppskattas 
och kan leda till beteende förändring. 

• Motiverande samtal med dietist är mycket 
uppskattade.

• “Skolan som min dotter går på har varit 
väldgt engagerad och stöttande. De erbjuder 
till exempel extra idrott och innan vi börja-
de så träffades klasslärare, fritidspedagog, 
skolsköterska och jag i grupp för att prata om 
min dotters problematik.“

• ”När vi kom till obecitas så blev det så bra, 
vi blev omhändertagna och sedda. Det finns 
alltid någon som stöttar.”

ARBETSM
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ARBETSM
ATERIALSTÖDET BASERAS PÅ VAD SOM FINNS TILLGÄNGLIGT

Erbjuds icke relevanta verktyg
• Många upplever att de blir erbjudna det stöd som 

finns att tillgå och inte det man behöver. 
• De vertyg och råd man får är i många fall kopplade 

till vad just den personen man träffar känner till.
• Insatser och råd som inte är individanpassade blir 

ofta effektlösa och den  verkliga  problematiken 
kvarstår. 

Fysisk behandling i fokus 
• Föräldrarna upplever att det psykiska stödet ofta 

hamnar i skymundan trots att det många gånger  
är det man faktiskt behöver hjälp med. 

• Många ser den stor utmaning i hur de ska prata 
med sitt barn om problematiken. De är rädda för 
att stjälpa mer än att hjälpa.

• Erbjudas råd och verktyg utifrån individuell 
 situation baserade på evidensbaserad kunskap. 

• Undersökande och utredning av hela orsaks-
bilden istället för fokus på symptom. 

• Hjälp och stöd i hur man som förälder kan möta 
och tala med sitt barn om problematiken. 

”Fick träffa en dietist, det var det som fanns, 
men den kunskapen har jag egentligen.”

Hur ser resan ut för  
föräldrar med barn med  

övervikt och fetma?     
FÖRÄLDERNS RESA FÖRKLARAD GENOM OLIKA  

FASER OCH GENERELLA HÄNDELSER 



En kundresa används för att kartlägga 
flödet i en befintlig process av en tjänst, 
utifrån användarens kontext. Resan 
 kartläggs inte bara under, utan även före 
och efter för att förstå processen eller 
tjänsten ur ett helhetsperspektiv. 

I detta fall har resan definierats utifrån 
fem olika faser; förbegrundande, med-
vetande, förståelse/orientering, hand-
lande och bibehållande. 

Ur ett Service Design perspektiv

FÖRÄLDERNS RESA FÖRKLARAD GENOM FASER 

I de olika faserna har generella hän-
delser identifierats som en förälder går 
 igenom vid olika tidpunkter i sin resa 
med arbetet att förebygga övervikt och 
fetma. 

Resan är således inte en kundresa i 
 traditionell bemärkelse med ”touch-
points” kopplad en specifik tjänst utan en 
 förälders aktivitet i hanterandet från den 
uppkomna problematiken till förståelse, 
aktivt handlande och förändring. 

FÖRBERUNDANDE MEDVETANDE FÖRSTÅELSE/ORIENTERING HANDLING BIBEHÅLLA
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Utökat stöd

Frågor

Innebörd

• Är mitt barn normalt?

• Vad är normalt?

• Var kan jag få svar på 
mina funderingar?

Det finns föraningar kring 
 avvikelse vad gäller barnets 
vikt och tillstånd. 

Funderingar, oro och frågor 
börjar uppstå. Det är vanligt 
att man jämför barnet med 
andra barn i ens omgivning. 

Besked från vården om övervikt 
eller fetma enligt den standard 
som finns. 

Bearbetar och tar in proble-
matiken. Tankar kring innebörd 
väcks.  

Aktiv handlingfas. Hantering av 
 verktyg ihop med vardagssituation. 
Funderingar kring påverkan på 
barnet. 

Motiveringsförmåga och kapacitet 
prövas om och om igen.Samordning av 
evetuella andra aktörer kring barnet. 

• Varför uppmärksammas  
det här? 

• Vad händer nu? 

• Vem kontaktar vi om vi behöver? 

• Vad är målsättningen? 

• När återkopplas och utvärderas? 

FÖRBERUNDANDE MEDVETANDEFaser FÖRSTÅELSE/
ORIENTERING HANDLING BIBEHÅLLA

Förståelse kring  
proble matiken tar form. 

Skapar uppfattning  
kring  omfattning och  
konsekvenser. 

• Är övervikt ett problem?

• Hur stort är problemet?

• Finns det några konse-
kvenser? I så fall vilka? 

Förståelse kring  
orsaksbilden tar form. 

Skapar uppfattning kring  
vad problematiken kan bero  
på. Orienterar sig för hel-
hetsbild. Skuld känslor och  
viss skam kan uppstå.  

• Vad beror det här på?

• Hur går vi vidare nu?

• Vad är planen framåt?  

• Hur pratar jag med barnet? 

Orientering och planering av 
lösningsalternativ. 

Skapar uppfattning kring vilka 
hjälpmedel och resurser som 
finns att tillgå. 

• Vad finns för verktyg och 
vilka passar oss? 

• Bör barnet involveras?  
I så fall hur?  

• Vad behöver jag för att börja?

KONCEPT  |  WEBBSIDA A
Orientering och  
informationssökande

Webbsida som hjälper i orienteringen. Till-
handahåller information för bedömning samt 
vägledning. 

Att göra
• Tillhandahålla information utifrån vilken 

föräldern kan få förståelse för sitt barns 
situation och välmående, samt veta hur 
man skall agera utefter det.

• Göra det tydligt för föräldrar vart de kan 
vända sig vid oro, funderingar och utred-
ning kring sitt barns vikt. 

Gör detta genom
En självklar plats/avsändare dit man kan vän-
da sig som förälder för att få enkel, förstålig, 
lättillgänglig och samlad information kring 
bedömning av övervikt och fetma för sitt barn. 
I anslutning till detta även tillhandahålla navi-
gationsverktyg för föräldrar så att de kan bli 
guidade vidare till rätt kontakt eller instans, 
baserat på deras behov och tillgänglighet. 

LOGOEbit con nia de  
ex et fugit LOGIN

Frågor

Innebörd

• Är mitt barn normalt?

• Vad är normalt?

• Var kan jag få svar på 
mina funderingar?

Det finns föraningar kring 
 avvikelse vad gäller barnets 
vikt och tillstånd. 

Funderingar, oro och frågor 
börjar uppstå. Det är vanligt 
att man jämför barnet med 
andra barn i ens omgivning. 

Besked från vården om övervikt 
eller fetma enligt den standard 
som finns. 

Bearbetar och tar in proble-
matiken. Tankar kring innebörd 
väcks.  

Aktiv handlingfas. Hantering av 
 verktyg ihop med vardagssituation. 
Funderingar kring påverkan på 
barnet. 

Motiveringsförmåga och kapacitet 
prövas om och om igen.Samordning av 
evetuella andra aktörer kring barnet. 

• Varför uppmärksammas  
det här? 

• Vad händer nu? 

• Vem kontaktar vi om vi behöver? 

• Vad är målsättningen? 

• När återkopplas och utvärderas? 

FÖRÄLDERNS RESA FÖRKLARAD GENOM FASER 

FÖRBERUNDANDE MEDVETANDEFaser FÖRSTÅELSE/
ORIENTERING HANDLING BIBEHÅLLA

Förståelse kring  
proble matiken tar form. 

Skapar uppfattning  
kring  omfattning och  
konsekvenser. 

• Är övervikt ett problem?

• Hur stort är problemet?

• Finns det några konse-
kvenser? I så fall vilka? 

Förståelse kring  
orsaksbilden tar form. 

Skapar uppfattning kring  
vad problematiken kan bero  
på. Orienterar sig för hel-
hetsbild. Skuld känslor och  
viss skam kan uppstå.  

• Vad beror det här på?

• Hur går vi vidare nu?

• Vad är planen framåt?  

• Hur pratar jag med barnet? 

Orientering och planering av 
lösningsalternativ. 

Skapar uppfattning kring vilka 
hjälpmedel och resurser som 
finns att tillgå. 

• Vad finns för verktyg och 
vilka passar oss? 

• Bör barnet involveras?  
I så fall hur?  

• Vad behöver jag för att börja?

A
Orientering och  
informationssökande

KRITISK PUNKT  |  ORIENTERING OCH INFORMATIONSSÖKANDE
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Utmaning
Svårt att veta vart man ska 
vända sig med sin oro och 
sina funderingar. Splittrad 
information. 

Behov
• Få svar på sina frågor och 

funderingar. 
• Bli bemött i sin oro. 
• Enkelt kunna hitta infor-

mation och kontaktupp-
gifter om man behöver 
vidta åtgärder.

KONCEPT  |  RIKTLINJER VID BESKED B
Lämna besked om 
övervikt och fetma 

Bla bla bla text om riktlinjerna.  

Att göra
Lyfta vikten av beskedsgivandet. Möta för-
äldern på dess nivå och ge dem kontroll över 
situationen. Meddelande bör ges via personlig 
kontakt. Empatiskt och pedagogiskt beskriva 
problematiken. Lägga upp konkret handlings-
plan för vad som händer här näst.

Gör detta genom
Ett sätt att lyfta vikten av beskedsgivand-
et skulle kunna vara att fastställa riktlinjer/
standarder för besked och agerande vid kon-
staterande av övervikt/fetma. Pedagogiska 
hjälpmedel skulle även vara användbart för att 
åskådliggöra och förklara problematiken för 
föräldern. 

Ge föräldern material som visar på konkret 
handlingsplan (kortsiktig).
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På egen hand

Med lite hjälp

Utökat stöd

Frågor

Innebörd

• Är mitt barn normalt?

• Vad är normalt?

• Var kan jag få svar på 
mina funderingar?

Det finns föraningar kring 
 avvikelse vad gäller barnets 
vikt och tillstånd. 

Funderingar, oro och frågor 
börjar uppstå. Det är vanligt 
att man jämför barnet med 
andra barn i ens omgivning. 

Besked från vården om övervikt 
eller fetma enligt den standard 
som finns. 

Bearbetar och tar in proble-
matiken. Tankar kring innebörd 
väcks.  

Aktiv handlingfas. Hantering av 
 verktyg ihop med vardagssituation. 
Funderingar kring påverkan på 
barnet. 

Motiveringsförmåga och kapacitet 
prövas om och om igen.Samordning av 
evetuella andra aktörer kring barnet. 

• Varför uppmärksammas  
det här? 

• Vad händer nu? 

• Vem kontaktar vi om vi behöver? 

• Vad är målsättningen? 

• När återkopplas och utvärderas? 

HÄNDELSER I FASERNA

FÖRBERUNDANDE MEDVETANDEFaser FÖRSTÅELSE/
ORIENTERING HANDLING BIBEHÅLLA

Förståelse kring  
proble matiken tar form. 

Skapar uppfattning  
kring  omfattning och  
konsekvenser. 

• Är övervikt ett problem?

• Hur stort är problemet?

• Finns det några konse-
kvenser? I så fall vilka? 

Förståelse kring  
orsaksbilden tar form. 

Skapar uppfattning kring  
vad problematiken kan bero  
på. Orienterar sig för hel-
hetsbild. Skuld känslor och  
viss skam kan uppstå.  

• Vad beror det här på?

• Hur går vi vidare nu?

• Vad är planen framåt?  

• Hur pratar jag med barnet? 

Orientering och planering av 
lösningsalternativ. 

Skapar uppfattning kring vilka 
hjälpmedel och resurser som 
finns att tillgå. 

• Vad finns för verktyg och 
vilka passar oss? 

• Bör barnet involveras?  
I så fall hur?  

• Vad behöver jag för att börja?

F Genomföra

KRITISK PUNKT  |  GENOMFÖRA
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Utmaning
Em qui cus pa aut hiliquas 
quam corepudi ilitet, simpe-
ditas sitaestem acepero et a 
volut labo. Modigen dignis ria

Behov
• Harcid et fugiatem lab ip-

sandus adioribus, cumque 
laccum etum fugit quas 
mossiniat quia solor 

• arit accus que velit repre-
prerum auda am volupic 
atempor estiuntiis dolup-
tat ute molorecatet aut et 
aceaquo blab il in cuscitae 

Behovsgrupper

Grundbehov och
behovsgrupper 

PÅ EGEN HAND, MED LITE HJÄLP, MED UTÖKAT STÖD 



Alla kunder har ett antal grundbehov

•  Behovsgrupper består av brukare med 
liknande drivkrafter och behov

•  Behovsgrupperna styr utformningen 
av lösningar som tillfredsställer olika 
brukarbehov

BEHOVSGRUPPER

• En och samma person kan tillhöra  olika 
behovsgrupper beroende på  situation, ka-
pacitet och motivation

PÅ EGEN HAND MED LITE HJÄLP MED UTÖKAT STÖD

Illustration Illustration Illustration

F Genomföra

BEHOVSGRUPP: MED UTÖKAT STÖD

Vanligt beteende

•  Tem aceptat ionsequisti que volorio. 
Mus ipsandi gnihicimenis isquae. Dit 
apiendunt, odipsa serum rem.

Återfinns ofta I segmenten

•  Tem aceptat ionsequisti que volorio. 
Mus ipsandi gnihicimenis isquae Dit 

Illustration

”Citat cit ipici volorit, num  
in perspel estium voluptatio 
endigent des eatem audae
stibus earistotas”

KRISTISKA PUNKTER I KONTAKT MED AKTÖRERNA

FÖRBERUNDANDE MEDVETANDEFaser FÖRSTÅELSE/
ORIENTERING HANDLING BIBEHÅLLA

MVC

BARNMEDICIN

FÖRSKOLA

SKOLA

OBESITAS  CENTRUM

SOCIALTJÄNSTEN 

BUP 

AKTIVITETER 

INTRESSE- 
ORGANISATIONER

BVC

VÅRDCENTRAL

DIETIST

SKOLHÄLSOVÅRD

TANDLÄKARE

PSYKOLOG 

A Hitta  information

Utmaning
Vet inte veta vart man ska 
vända sig med oro funde-
ringar. Splittrad information 
på webben. Det är ett svårt 
ämne som många undviker 
eller som omgivningen slä-
tar över.

B
Få besked om  
övervikt och fetma

Citat
Upplever ett oempatiskt 
bemötande. Får besked via 
lapp, känner sig påhoppade 
eller på andra vis kränkta.  

BEHOVSGRUPP: PÅ EGEN HAND

Vanligt beteende

•  Tem aceptat ionsequisti que volorio. 
Mus ipsandi gnihicimenis isquae. Dit 
apiendunt, odipsa serum rem.

Återfinns ofta I segmenten

•  Tem aceptat ionsequisti que volorio. 
Mus ipsandi gnihicimenis isquae Dit 

Illustration

”Citat cit ipici volorit, num  
in perspel estium voluptatio 
endigent des eatem audae
stibus earistotas”

GRUNDBEHOV: KOMMA VIDARE I SIN PROCESS GENOM: 

HITTA VERKTYG
– Vad finns, var?

MATCHAS VERKTYG 
– Vilka är för mig?

KOMMA IGÅNG  
– Förstå hur
–Mål och tidsram

PÅMINNAS OCH PEPPAS 
– Orka hela vägen
– Någon att kontakta 

KONTINUERLIG KONTAKT 
– Hjälp att använda verktyg

Förflyttning 
FRÅN NULÄGE TILL NYLÄGE

BEHOVSGRUPP: MED LITE HJÄLP

Vanligt beteende

•  Tem aceptat ionsequisti que volorio. 
Mus ipsandi gnihicimenis isquae. Dit 
apiendunt, odipsa serum rem.

Återfinns ofta I segmenten

•  Tem aceptat ionsequisti que volorio. 
Mus ipsandi gnihicimenis isquae Dit 

Illustration

”Citat cit ipici volorit, num  
in perspel estium voluptatio 
endigent des eatem audae
stibus earistotas”

SUMMERING AV BEHOVSGRUPPER

HITTA VERKTYG
– Vad finns, var?

MATCHAS VERKTYG 
– Vilka är för mig?

KOMMA IGÅNG  
– Förstå hur

–Mål och tidsram

PÅMINNAS OCH PEPPAS 
– Orka hela vägen

– Någon att kontakta 

KONTINUERLIG KONTAKT 
– Hjälp att använda verktyg

PÅ EGEN HAND MED LITE HJÄLP MED UTÖKAT STÖD

Kort beskrivning kring behov. Kort beskrivning kring behov. Kort beskrivning kring behov. 

Kort beskrivning kring behov. Kort beskrivning kring behov. 

Kort beskrivning kring behov. 

Kort beskrivning kring behov. 

Kort beskrivning kring behov. 

Kort beskrivning kring behov. 

Kort beskrivning kring behov. 

Kort beskrivning kring behov. 

Illustration

Illustration

Illustration

FRÅN VILSEN



TILL ORIENTERAD

FRÅN GENERALISERANDE VERKTYG

TILL SAMLAD PÅLITLIG INFORMATION

FRÅN AVLÄGSET STÖD FÖRST VID FETMA

TILL INDIVIDANPASSDE VERKTYG

FRÅN ISOLERADE AKTÖRER

TILL FÖRDELADE RESURSER FRÅN START

FRÅN OKLAR UTSPRIDD INFORMATION

TILL ETT SAMMANKOPPLAT NÄTVERK



Principer 
 BLA BLA BLA 

ARBETSM
ATERIAL

Möt föräldrarna med stöd och hjälp på 
deras nivå direkt vid problemuppkomst, 
även vid lätt övervikt. Öka möjligheten  

för föräldrarna att själva skapa förändring 
tidigt i processen. 

MÖT UPP MED RESURSER TIDIGARE

ARBETSM
ATERIAL

Arbeta integrerat mellan expertiser på 
olika nivåer för att skapa en samlad och 
gemensam  plattform för uppdaterad, 

evidens baserad information. Underlätta 
för bruka re att enkelt hitta och ta del av 
kunskap,  material och verktyg. 

MÖJLIGGÖR SAMVERKAN MELLAN AKTÖRER

PRINCIPER

Tiusdanto officab orporio ritiae. Inimpos 
sae se pel in res rerorer eprerro maxim 
fugitem facessunt. Et odigendi distiatium 
que si culpa venempo rumendunt.

ARBETSM
ATERIAL

que volo dolut unt re sint, ut enis dolores 
quae volut et apera pa praestiasse ium 
facescilis nonserum fugiatae restem sint, 
volo explam quis dolut dolum eiunt acea

Matcha  
verktyg mot  

behov

Dela  
kunskapen

Lotsa genom  
hela resan

Möt upp  
med resurser  

tidigare

Möjliggör  
samverkan  

mellan  
aktöter

ARBETSM
ATERIAL

Identifiera hela orsaksbilden för att  anpassa 
verktyg efter familjens individ uella kapaci-
tet och behov. Arbeta i så stor utsträckning 
i team som möjligt för att möta upp föräld-

rars skiftande behov och möjliggör för delat 
lärande och ansvar inom gruppen. Under-
lätta för föräldrar att själva hitta verktyg 
och förstå hur dessa kan användas.

MATCHA VERKTYG MOT BEHOV

ARBETSM
ATERIAL

Öka möjlighet för föräldrarna att komma 
in i handlingsfasen genom att staka ut en 
trygg väg med tydlig riktning. Se proces-

sen som en helhet med utgångspunkt från 
individens specifika förutsättningar och 
förmåga. 

LOTSA GENOM HELA RESAN

ARBETSM
ATERIAL

Arbeta integrerat mellan expertiser på 
olika nivåer för att skapa en samlad och 
gemensam  plattform för uppdaterad, 

evidens baserad information. Underlätta 
för bruka re att enkelt hitta och ta del av 
kunskap,  material och verktyg. 

DELA KUNSKAPEN




